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Réamhrá ón Aire Ealaíon, Oidhreachta
agus Gaeltachta
Mar Aire atá freagrach as oidhreacht nádúrtha agus thógtha
shaibhir na hÉireann, tá an-áthas orm an forlíonadh seo a
fhoilsiú chun 50 bliain d’obair Shuirbhéireacht
Seandálaíochta na hÉireann a cheiliúradh. Bhunaigh Oifig
na nOibreacha Poiblí an Suirbhéireacht i 1963 mar chuid
den tSeirbhís Séadchomharthaí Náisiúnta, agus ghlac mo
Roinn féin le dualgais agus freagrachtaí na Suirbhéireachta
in 2011.

I gcomparáid le náisiúin eile, tá an-chuid oidhreachta seandálaíochta le fáil in
Éirinn. Caithfimid cuimhneamh ina dhiaidh sin féin, nach bhfuil sa mhéid atá
tagtha slán tar éis na céadta bliain ach cuid an-bheag d’ábhair ár réamhtheachtaithe.
Tréaslaím le fís agus gairmiúlacht na n-oifigeach, na n-acadóirí agus na ndaoine
tiomanta eile, a d’aithin 50 bliain ó shin an gá le suirbhé bonnlíne ar
shéadchomharthaí na hÉireann atá ar marthain, agus leis na daoine a tháinig ina
ndiaidh a d’oibrigh go crua sna 50 bliain ó shin i leith chun taifid na suirbhéanna a
chur le chéile.  Tá a n-iarrachtaí lárnach chun tuiscint agus feasacht níos mó a
thabhairt fúinn féin agus cad as a dtángamar agus chun caomhnú agus cosaint na
rianta luachmhara seo dár stair agus dár n-oidhreacht a shlánú. 

Mar aon le léiriú a thabhairt ar ár n-aitheantas náisiúnta agus cuir lenár
dtarraingteacht mar thír, is sócmhainn an-tábhachtach eacnamaíochta atá in
oidhreacht thógtha na hÉireann a chuidíonn linn a léiriú gur áit mhaith í Éire
chun infheistíocht a dhéanamh inti, teacht ar cuairt chuici agus cónaí inti. Ní féidir
suirbhéireacht agus taifeadadh ár n-oidhreacht seandálaíochta a scaradh ónár
bhfreagracht mar náisiún ár stair a chaomhnú agus a chinntiú go mbíonn
taitneamh, saibhriú agus léargas le fáil againn anois agus sna glúine atá le teacht as
an acmhainn shaibhir a bhfuil an t-ádh linn í a bheith againn. 

Táim ag súil go leanfar le dul chun cinn Shuirbhéireacht Seandálaíochta na
hÉireann in aimsiú agus léiriú tuilleadh den oidhreacht seandálaíochta iontach atá
againn sna blianta amach romhainn. Cé go bhfuil cúnamh anois ag a n-iarrachtaí
nach bhféadfaí cuimhneamh air fiú i 1963—íomhánna satailíte, córas suite
domhanda, mapáil chóras faisnéise geografaí, an tIdirlíon—tá spriocanna an suirbhé,
tiomantas na ndaoine atá ag obair air agus an tóraíocht eolais agus feasachta ar ár
sinsearaigh chomh láidir, fiúntach agus ábhartha céanna agus a bhí 50 bliain ó shin. 

Molaim do gach duine féachaint ar bhunachar sonraí na hoibre atá déanta ag
Suirbhéireacht Seandálaíochta na hÉireann le 50 bliain anuas ag
www.archaeology.ie. Mar chuid Sheirbhís Séadchomharthaí Náisiúnta mo Roinne,
leanfaidh an Suirbhéireacht lena ról lárnach i gcur chun cinn ár dtuiscint ar ár stair,
i spreagadh léirthuiscint ar ár n-oidhreacht seandálaíochta agus i gcinntiú go
slánaítear acmhainn nach féidir a ionadú agus go gcuirtear ar aghaidh chuig an
gcéad ghlúin eile í.

Jimmy Deenihan TD
An tAire Ealaíon, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta
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As Minister with responsibility for Ireland’s rich natural
and built heritage I am delighted to publish this
supplement to mark 50 years of the work of the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland. Established by the
Office of Public Works in 1963 as part of the National
Monuments Service, the duties and responsibilities of
the Survey were taken over by my Department in 2011.

By comparison with other nations, Ireland is richly endowed in terms of
the quantity and quality of our archaeological heritage. We must nevertheless
remember that what has survived through the ages represents only a relatively
small portion of the material remains of our predecessors. I applaud the vision
and professionalism of the officials, academics and other committed
individuals who, 50 years ago, recognised the pressing need for a baseline
survey of Ireland’s extant monuments, and their successors who have worked
diligently over the intervening half-century to compile the Survey records.
Their efforts have been central in bringing about a greater understanding and
awareness of who we are and where we have come from, and in securing the
preservation and protection of these invaluable traces of our history and
heritage. 

As well as giving expression to our national identity and contributing to
our attractiveness as a country, Ireland’s built heritage is also a key economic
asset that helps us to show that Ireland is a good place to invest, visit, work
and live. Surveying and recording our archaeological heritage is inseparable
from our responsibility as a people to conserve our past and to ensure that
the rich resource we are fortunate enough to possess continues to provide
enjoyment, enrichment and enlightenment for present and future generations. 

I look forward to continued progress by the Archaeological Survey of
Ireland in uncovering and highlighting more of our wonderful archaeological
legacy in the years ahead. While their endeavours now are aided by means
only dreamed of in 1963—satellite imagery, global positioning systems, GIS
mapping, the internet—the goals of the Survey, the commitment of those
working on it and the quest for knowledge and awareness of our ancestors all
remain just as strong, worthwhile and relevant as they were 50 years ago. 

I encourage everyone to view the database of the Archaeological Survey
of Ireland’s work over the last 50 years at www.archaeology.ie. As part of my
Department’s National Monuments Service, the Survey will continue to play
a leading role in advancing the understanding of our past, in encouraging the
widest appreciation of our archaeological heritage and in ensuring that an
irreplaceable resource is securely protected and passed on from this generation
to the next.

Jimmy Deenihan TD
Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht
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SURVEY ORIGINS: 1930–63
On 26 February 1930 the National Monuments
Act, which had been passed by Dáil Éireann and
the Seanad, was signed into law by James
McNeill, the Governor General of the Irish Free
State. The purpose of the Act was ‘to make
provision for the protection and preservation of
national monuments and for the preservation of
archaeological objects in Saorstát Éireann and to
make provision for other matters connected
with the matters aforesaid’. The Act is widely
regarded as a remarkably enlightened piece of
legislation for its time, and under Section 21 the
Minister was empowered to ‘establish by order
an advisory council to be called and known as
the National Monuments Advisory Council . . .
for giving advice and assistance to the
Commissioners on any matter arising on or
relating to the carrying into execution of the
provisions of this Act or any other matter
affecting national monuments and the
protection and preservation thereof ’. One of the
first proposals to emanate from the newly
appointed members of the National
Monuments Advisory Council (NMAC) was a
submission made in December 1930 to the

Commissioners of Public Works setting out a
scheme for the archaeological survey of Ireland:
at this time it was estimated that there were
approximately 50,000 ancient monuments in the
State. This survey, the NMAC stated, was
necessary in order to advise the Commissioners
on which monuments should be selected for
preservation. 

The scheme envisaged a three-stage survey:
the rapid survey (or paper inventory from
published literature), the barony survey (where
individual monuments would be inspected and

some detail recorded) and the detailed survey
(where monuments would be minutely
examined and, where necessary, excavated).1 This
proposal was duly submitted to the then Minister
for Finance, Ernest Blythe, and the scheme was
approved in principle though not accepted in its
entirety, as permission was granted only to
undertake the first stage, the rapid survey. 

Harold Leask acted as secretary to the
NMAC, a position he shared with the then
Keeper of Irish Antiquities and later Director of
the National Museum of Ireland (NMI), Adolf

PAUL WALSH

The Archaeological Survey of
Ireland: a historical overview

Above left: Harold Leask, Inspector of National Monuments at the OPW (1923–49), in 1942.

Above: A ‘Topographical File’ envelope designed by H. Leask and A. Mahr to contain information

on monuments: in this instance the contents relate to the excavation by M.J. Bowman in 1940 of a

church (WA027-003----) at Ballygarran, Co. Waterford.
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Mahr. They collaborated on the operational
requirements of the ‘rapid’ survey and
determined that a central archive would be
established at the NMI with the find or object
inventory that was already in progress there. A
duplicate archive of the monuments records
would be housed in the National Monuments
Section of the OPW. This ‘rapid’ survey
commenced in 1933, and by the early 1940s
Leask could report that the ‘first stage of the
Archaeological Survey is now well advanced
towards completion’; more than 2,000 records of
ancient monuments had been collected. He
recommended to the Commissioners that the
second stage (i.e. the field survey) should be
inaugurated, and suggested that County
Louth—being an area not too large—should be
the first county to be surveyed. Indeed, he noted
that within ten years he and a select group of
other contributors (notable luminaries in the
field of Irish archaeology—Oliver Davies, E.
Estyn Evans, Seán P. Ó Ríordáin, Liam Price and
Joseph Raftery, under the chairmanship of
R.A.S. Macalister) intended to produce ‘a book
on the archaeology of Ireland which will be
more comprehensive, detailed and advanced
than could be written in the existing state of our
knowledge’. This, however, did not come to pass.
The need for such a systematic field survey was
also acknowledged at the Ordnance Survey
(OS), where Col. Niall McNeill had set up a
special ‘Field Memoranda’ project to deal with
antiquities that were being encountered in the
course of the ongoing 1:2500 revision
programme. This he established in 1931 and it
continued for the next three decades, being
gradually phased out until abandoned in 1964:
these little-known unpublished manuscripts now
form part of the archive of the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland, having been transferred there
in 1999. 

The lack of a readily available survey of
monuments in the State was further highlighted
with the publication in 1940 of the Preliminary
survey of ancient monuments in Northern Ireland.
This further reinvigorated the efforts of the
NMAC members to bring pressure on
government to set up such a survey and a
submission was made by Leask to the Taoiseach,
Éamon de Valera, wherein he estimated that the
‘Irish survey would take 90 years to complete’:
again no progress was made. Further efforts were
made in the late 1940s, and this time Leask
sought advice from the Royal Commissions for
England and Wales in relation to their
organisational structures, pay rates etc. In 1949
he presented yet another detailed submission to
the Commissioners but, as before, nothing came
of it.

The establishment of the Archaeological
Survey of Northern Ireland in 1950 no doubt
gave some hope to the NMAC members that the
time was opportune to petition government
again. In 1952 a subcommittee of the NMAC
was set up with the sole purpose of drawing up
a scheme for the ‘Archaeological Field Survey’.
This committee comprised the then
‘heavyweights’ of Irish archaeology and consisted
of the three professors of archaeology (S.P. Ó
Ríordáin, Dublin; M.J. O’Kelly, Cork; and M.V.
Duignan, Galway), the director of the NMI (J.
Raftery) and the recently appointed archaeology
officer at the Ordnance Survey (R. de Valera);
Harold Leask and Percy Le Clerc represented the
OPW. A new proposal emerged from this
committee that envisaged the survey being run
by the three constituent universities, using paid
and voluntary workers under the control of the
respective professors. In his comments to the
secretary of the Commissioners after the first
meeting in early 1953 Le Clerc was highly
critical of what he perceived to be a usurpation
of the survey by the academics to feather their
particular nests with ‘more staff and material for
their academic studies’. For Le Clerc and the
Board the ‘principal value of the Survey to the
State is that it would provide a “graded” list of
monuments to be prepared, thus enabling the
Commissioners to decide on measures for their
protection’. A compromise of sorts was agreed in
that it was envisaged that the survey be set up as
an independent unit, along the lines of the Royal
Historical Commissions on Ancient Monuments
in Britain, and controlled by a committee. And so

the NMAC again wrote to the Commissioners
in 1954 setting out this proposal, stressing that
the ‘need for a complete survey of the country is
great and daily becomes more pressing’. Despite
getting some consideration nothing was done,
economies of scale and personnel being foremost
in the minds of the established civil service
administration at that time. In the following year
Ó Ríordáin again highlighted the importance of
having an archaeological survey in the course of
his presidential address to the Royal Society of

Above: Joe McCabe and Helen Lanigan Wood serve as a

human ‘scale’ on either side of the very overgrown bank

of a ring-barrow (LH003-019001-) at Rassan, Co. Louth.

Right: A Survey Field Sheet from 1965 containing a

description by Joe McCabe of a ringfort (LH002-008----)

in Drummullagh, Co. Louth.
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Antiquaries of Ireland. With reference to that of
Northern Ireland, he opined that ‘We in the
twenty-six counties must ask ourselves if we are
content to lag disgracefully behind in this task’.
Sadly, Ó Ríordáin, who died prematurely in 1957
at the age of 52, did not live to witness its
establishment. It would take until 1963 to put the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland in motion,
when approval was sanctioned within the OPW
to appoint a director and two investigator
archaeologists. 

THE EARLY YEARS: 1960S AND 1970S
The new—and one could say only official—
‘Director’ of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland
(the post being effectively subsumed under that of
Chief Archaeologist in 1972) was Peter Danaher.
Peter began his career as a teacher, took up
archaeology in UCD and, under the influence of
Ó Ríordáin, completed an MA on the field
monuments of County Kildare. He left teaching
in 1962 to work in the NMI and, although
appointed to the post of ‘Director’ of the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland in 1963, did not
formally transfer from the NMI to the OPW

until May 1965. On the 15th of that month he
set out in a memorandum his ‘Proposals for the
working of the Archaeological Survey’. The aim
of the Survey was to ‘locate, examine, classify and
record the nature and extent of all monuments
and traces of monuments, from prehistoric times
to the present time’. The purpose of the Survey
was to be as follows:

(a) the proper recording of the scientific,
archaeological content of each site, bearing in
mind that these monuments, together with
the artefacts mainly stored in our Museums,
are the basic materials for the study of man;

(b) the recommendation for preservation as a
National Monument of any monument of
exceptional archaeological, architectural,
historical or cultural interest;

(c) the considering for protection or rescue
excavation (not by the Survey staff) of any
monument thought to be in danger of
destruction owing to its ruinous condition,
tillage operations, sand-working etc.;

(d) the compilation of an archive of information
on all monuments to enable other interested

bodies, i.e. forestry, Land Commission, Land
Reclamation, An Foras Forbartha, Bord
Fáilte, local county councils etc., to evaluate
monuments within their care;

(e) the compilation of an archive of scientific
records to be made available to research
workers;

(f) the compilation of suitable lists to enable the
Ordnance Survey to mark antiquities
appropriately on their maps.

He also highlighted that the number of staff
assigned to undertake the work was totally
inadequate and hoped that additional
archaeologists would be appointed soon; these
should be complemented by two architects ‘if the
proper balance between the archaeological and
architectural aspects of the Survey is to be
maintained’. As proposed by Leask, he planned to
begin with County Louth and recommended
that a fieldwork headquarters be established at
Ardee, a suitable point from which to continue
the work when the survey teams moved into
counties Meath or Monaghan. Peter Danaher
was joined initially by archaeologists Joe
McCabe and Aideen Cremin, the latter being
replaced by Helen Lanigan Wood when she left
the service early in 1965. And so it came to pass:
in the summer of 1965 the survey team set out
on the archaeological survey of Ireland.2

In its early years the Survey confined its
work to recording only prehistoric and Early
Christian monuments. Architectural monuments
were not included, as the Survey personnel did
not possess the requisite professional expertise. In
1970 the official office was moved from Ardee to
Robinstown, just north of Mullingar, Co.
Westmeath, and Joe McCabe was joined there in
the following year by Jim Reynolds, who had
been appointed to the Survey to replace Helen
Lanigan Wood, who resigned in that year. In
1972 the Survey complement was further
reduced with the promotion in November of
that year of Peter Danaher to the newly created
post of Chief Archaeologist. By 1973 counties
Louth, Monaghan and Meath had been
completed, as well as parts of Cavan and
Westmeath. This much is recorded in an article in
the OPW magazine Oibre3 on ‘The
Archaeological Survey of Ireland’, which also
includes a summary of the aims and methods
employed. The Survey complement then
comprised a ‘director, two investigator-
archaeologists and two draughtsmen’. Early in
the following year the chairman of the NMAC,
Ruaidhrí de Valera (Professor of Celtic
Archaeology at UCD), wrote directly to the
Minister for Finance, Richie Ryan TD,
highlighting the urgent need to increase the

Archaeological Survey of Ireland—50 yearsS6

Left: The plight of

monuments being

damaged in land

improvement

schemes was

highlighted by the

national press in

this Sunday Tribune

article of 1983.
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number of staff in the Survey and to expand its
remit to include monuments of all periods,
noting that ‘a burial mound of the year 1800 BC
is no more important than, say, a spade mill or a
country dwelling of 1800 AD’. He further drew
attention to the fact that ‘this necessity has been
rendered more obvious in recent years because of
the increasing rate of destruction of all sorts of
monuments in the country’. In 1975 questions
were asked in the Dáil about the Survey and it
came in for further criticism in the pages of the
Irish Archaeological Research Forum, most especially
for the lack of publication of results. Clearly these
efforts at highlighting concerns had the desired
effect, as Tom Fanning (d. 1993), who had joined
the OPW in 1970 and had excavated at a number
of national monuments, was appointed as Senior
Archaeologist to manage the Survey. Following
on from this, the Survey’s staff complement was
augmented in 1976 with the appointment of
Brian Duffy to the team. When Tom Fanning left
the service in 1979 to take up the post of lecturer
in the Department of Archaeology, UCG, Joe
McCabe was promoted to the post of Survey
manager. Work continued apace on the general
survey but Survey personnel were increasingly
asked to carry out inspections of monuments
threatened by proposed farm development or
other works in all parts of the country. This often
necessitated the detailed planning of very large
and complex monuments, a particularly time-

consuming task that left little time to bring the
results forward to publication.

There was also a growing recognition at local
authority level of the need for basic lists of
monuments, and in 1970–1 Roscommon
County Council went so far as to undertake a
preliminary listing of the monuments in the
county. In addition, the National Institute for
Physical Planning (An Foras Forbartha) invited
various county councils to participate in a
‘Conservation and Amenity Advisory Service’,
and this led to the compilation of county lists of
monuments for use within the planning areas
throughout the 1970s. There was also a
developing awareness of and interest in pursuing
archaeological surveys either as potential supports
for heritage tourism-related projects or simply by

way of inventorying the local archaeological
heritage in the face of increasing rates of
destruction. This would lead to the establishment
of a number of specific survey projects around the
country in the 1980s.

EXPANSION AND PROTECTION:
THE 1980S AND 1990S
The 1980s was a boom period in terms of
archaeological survey in Ireland. Surveys were
undertaken in County Donegal (1980–1), in
County Kerry on the Dingle peninsula (1982–6),
north Kerry (1986–92), the Castleisland area
(1985–90) and south-west Kerry (1986–95), in
County Tipperary in the baronies of Ikerrin and
Clonlisk (1983–4), and in County Mayo in the
area of Ballinrobe (1989–92). The results, for the
most part, were published within a relatively short
time and, in the case of the Donegal example,
would serve as a model for things to come. The
State also responded to the increased
requirements in this area and additional
archaeologists were recruited in the early 1980s,
so that by the end of 1982 Survey staff were
divided equally between the office in Mullingar

Left: Judith Cuppage and Anna Brindley out on

fieldwork in County Carlow in 1987.

Below: Wedge tomb discovered by Connie Murphy at

Coonane (CO091-010007-), Co. Cork, and published in

the Archaeological inventory of County Cork, Vol. 5.
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(Tony Lynch, Vincent Hurley, Jim Reynolds
and Cormac Scally, working to Brian Duffy,
Senior Archaeologist) and a new office
established at Adelaide Road, Dublin (Anna
Brindley, Victor Buckley and Michael Moore,
working to Joe McCabe, Senior Archaeologist). 

In the face of increased rates of monument
destruction and the ensuing outcry that this
engendered, especially at political level, the
government included within its 1982 budget a
special provision for archaeological survey.

Discussions had been ongoing between the
Commissioners and the Departments of
Archaeology in University Colleges Cork and
Galway, and, coupled with a complete review of
policy in relation to archaeological survey, the
Commissioners decided to postpone further work
on the detailed survey in favour of a rapid survey
leading to the publication of inventories. Contracts
were awarded to the two universities to carry out
preliminary archaeological surveys in their
respective counties. In April of the following year

the Irish Association of Professional Archaeologists
(now the Institute of Archaeologists of Ireland)
devoted a special meeting to the topic of
archaeological surveys. The alarming rates of
destruction highlighted at the meeting received
considerable notice in the national and local press
and a submission was made by the Association to
the Minister for Finance, Alan Dukes TD, seeking,
as a matter of urgency, the establishment of a Sites
and Monuments Record (SMR) along the lines of
that already available for Northern Ireland. This
was to be a desk-based study, the results of which
would be made available to local authority
planning offices and other agencies. Shortly after
this, on the advice of the Commissioners of Public
Works, the Minister for Finance approved a radical
change of policy for the Survey, with the
following effects:

(a) full detailed survey of monuments was to
cease, with the exception of County Louth,
which was well advanced;

(b) a rapid reconnaissance survey was to be
undertaken;

(c) a Sites and Monuments Record (SMR) was to
be produced for each county and it was
intended to have a limited distribution for use
by planners in local authorities etc.;

(d) when rapid surveys (i.e. inventories without
plans) and SMRs were completed, the
archaeologists on the permanent staff were to
return to compiling the full detailed survey
county by county.

One of the principal reasons given for the
change in policy was that ‘the essential purpose of
the National Survey, that is the protection of
monuments, was not being achieved mainly due
to lack of publication’. And so, in February 1984,
the first SMR (County Louth) was issued.

Left: The SMR data were

compiled from a variety of

sources, including the

Archaeological Survey of

Ireland, OPW (green), the

SMR Office, OPW (blue),

University College Galway

(red), University College

Cork (dark pink), University

College Cork under

contract (light pink) and

the Archaeological Survey

of County Donegal

(yellow).

Below left: An identity

card for Victor Buckley

from 1985, when the

Survey had a base in

Mullingar.

Below right: John

Mahony, Chairman of the

Commissioners of Public

Works.
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Acknowledging the pressing need for these SMRs
and given the embargo in force at that time on
recruitment to the civil service, it was decided to
contract out the sixteen counties that either had
not been covered by in-house personnel or were
being undertaken by the respective universities of
Cork and Galway. This led to the establishment of
the ‘SMR Office’ and the employment in 1985 of
two teams of archaeologists under Michael
Gibbons and Geraldine Stout. Amongst their other
tasks, Michael and Geraldine oversaw the
computerisation of the records, abetted by Muiris
de Buitléir, who had enhanced his notable
surveying skills with database expertise. Between
1984 and 1992, when the SMR Office closed, the
Commissioners issued an SMR for each local
authority county in the State, and for the first time
there existed a basic county-by-county list with an
accompanying set of maps (reduced from the OS
six-inch series) on which the sites were marked, as
well as a file on each monument.

With the discovery of the magnificent
trackways in the bogs at Corlea, Co. Longford, in
the mid-1980s the threat to wetland archaeology
came sharply into focus, and this was addressed by
the establishment of the Irish Archaeological
Wetland Unit in 1990, a joint venture between the
OPW and UCD. When this closed down in 2004,
the records of the unit were handed over to the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland and incorporated
within its SMR. The results of subsequent peatland
surveys in Bord na Móna bogs have also been
incorporated on an ongoing basis within the
record. 

In the midst of all this hectic archaeological
activity Joe McCabe, the longest-serving member

of the Survey and its most senior manager, died
tragically in 1984 at the age of 41. The post of
Senior Archaeologist with the Survey was then
assigned to David Sweetman, who with
enthusiasm and determination pursued the
development of the Survey and publication of its
results. In this he had the support and
encouragement of a number of enlightened senior
administrative staff within the OPW, most notably
John Mahony (later Chairman of the
Commissioners). In tandem with preparing
SMRs, the Survey staff, both in-house and on
contract with the universities, focused on the
publication of the inventory series. Throughout
the 1980s and into the 1990s the Survey
undertook a programme of field inspections with
a view to ensuring that the results were brought
swiftly to publication. Under the direction of
David Sweetman, a dedicated ‘editorial team’ was
assembled to assist with the task, and the Survey
contracted large numbers of young archaeologists
to undertake field inspections and prepare reports;
some of these would go on to make distinguished
careers in the world of academia (e.g. Prof. William
F. O’Brien, NUI Cork; Prof. Elizabeth FitzPatrick
and Dr Kieran O’Conor, NUI Galway) and others
would eventually become established members of
the National Monuments Service. The first
inventory, of County Louth, appeared in 1986 and
was followed in rapid succession by Monaghan
(1986) and Meath (1987). By the turn of the
millennium sixteen volumes in the series had been
published, and the full or detailed survey of the
monuments in County Louth appeared in 1991. In
addition, a specialist monograph on the churches
of County Offaly was published in 1998. 

With the publication in 1992 of the fourth
volume in the archaeological inventory series for
County Cork, the ‘Cork Archaeological Survey’
was considered to be complete. The discovery,
however, of numerous additional monuments in
the county that had come to light subsequent to
the publication of the first four volumes
necessitated further work, and a contract was
placed with the university to compile not only
the fifth Cork volume—containing over 2,000
additional monuments—but also volumes for
both counties Sligo and Kerry (see below). The
Galway Archaeological Survey effectively closed
its doors in 1993, though it would take another
seven years before the files were transferred to the
main Survey archive in Dublin. Peter Danaher
retired as Chief Archaeologist in November 1994
and David Sweetman was promoted to this post.
The position of Senior Archaeologist with the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland was then
assigned to Victor Buckley, who had pioneered
the original SMR lists and maps. 

Perhaps the most significant development in
Irish archaeology in the 1990s—one that was to
have a major impact during the so-called boom
years of the Celtic Tiger era—was the passing, in
1994, of an amendment to the National
Monuments Act directing the Commissioners to
‘establish and maintain a record of monuments
and places where they believe there are
monuments and the record shall be comprised of
a list of monuments and such places and a map or
maps showing each monument and such place in
respect of each county in the State’. Between
1995 and 1998 a ‘Record of Monuments and
Places’ (RMP) was issued for each county, and for

Above: Some of the archaeological inventories published when David Sweetman was series editor.

Right: David Sweetman, Senior Archaeologist with the Archaeological Survey of Ireland (1984–94) and

Chief Archaeologist (1994–2003).
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the first time in the history of the State every
monument listed in the RMP was afforded a
level of statutory protection. The Act also
required that works at or near a listed
monument should be notified to the
Commissioners and, in consequence, the
statutory lists were utilised by planning
authorities and other State agencies and bodies
involved in development-led projects. This
placed a huge strain on the archaeological
personnel within the National Monuments
Service, and additional contract staff were
recruited to cope with the number of
notifications coming in from local authorities
via the planning process. A clear policy in
relation to the archaeological heritage was called
for and this was issued in 1999 in the document
Framework and principles for the protection of the
archaeological heritage, in which the purpose of
the Archaeological Survey of Ireland was set out
as, ‘in the first instance, to compile a baseline
inventory of the known archaeological sites and
monuments in the State’. At this time the
Survey came under the direction of Con
Manning, Senior Archaeologist, who was now
managing in excess of 110,000 records and
endeavouring to continue its programme of
publication. With the closure of the
archaeological branch in the OS, the two
archaeologists (Eamon Cody and Paul Walsh)
were transferred in 1999 to the OPW, where
their work on the ‘megalithic survey’ was
integrated within the Archaeological Survey of
Ireland.

MAINTAINING THE RECORD:
2000–PRESENT
In 2001 the National Monuments Service
moved its headquarters from the OPW office
complex at 51 St Stephen’s Green to new
accommodation in Harcourt Lane, subsequently
named Dún Scéine. As there was insufficient
space to house the records of the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland, these were left with a small
number of personnel in the offices at the rear of
No. 51 (entered via 6 Ely Place Upper). The
ongoing need to access the records of the survey
resulted in the scanning of the Survey records
into a document management system: this work
was completed in 2002 and has been updated as
more records were added over the years. 

In February 2002 I was appointed Senior
Archaeologist for the Survey, with a remit to
continue the programme of inventory
publication, provide ongoing maintenance of
the statutory list of recorded monuments and
deliver on the eGovernment strategy by making
the Survey records available on a National
Monuments Service website then scheduled for
development. The Survey unit—under which
various work programmes within the National
Monuments Service were arranged—then

comprised twelve staff. A new post, that of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS)
technician, was created for the Survey and
Claudia Kemna was appointed. Under the
guidance of the then GIS Manager Muiris de
Buitléir, she was pivotal in bringing uniformity
to the 27 county databases (Tipperary being
divided into two ridings) used to manage the
records so that the data could be migrated to an
on-line application. At the outset, a review of the
entire record holdings was undertaken in order
to achieve consistency and implement data-
standard protocols. With the increasing demand
for the Survey data to be made available in
digital form, coupled with the requirement to
have the records available on a web-based map,
the first step in the process was to ensure that the
recorded digital locations for the monuments
were accurate. In consequence, in January 2005,
all non-essential survey and inventory work
ceased and a positional accuracy improvement
programme was put in train. Monument
locations were checked with reference to the OS
six-inch maps, the only digital mapping then
available. The National Monuments Service
website went live in August 2007
(www.archaeology.ie) and the Survey records
were made available on a public map viewer that
included a database search facility. Although the
positional accuracy improvement programme
was still in progress—it would not be completed
until early in 2009—this was a defining moment
in the history of the Survey as, for the first time,
its entire record holdings were available to the

Below: Survey staff on a field trip in Wexford at Coolhull

fortified house (WX046-028----), 2011: Paddy

O’Donovan, Claire Breen, Jane O’Shaughnessy, Olive

Alcock, Gearóid Conroy, Jean Farrelly, Michael Moore,

Paul Walsh, Matt Kelleher, Denis Power and Mary Tunney

(not in photo: Caimin O’Brien and Geraldine Stout).
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public, at least in list form with locational and
classification details: in some counties the
inventory entries were also included. Over the
following years updates to the website were
undertaken sporadically, as this was dependent
on the time-consuming and laborious task of
consolidating the 27 separate databases into a
single ‘master’ and having this uploaded to the
site.

The next significant step in the delivery of
the data-management framework took place in
September 2011 with the deployment in-house
of the on-line facility, the Integrated
Monuments Database System (IMDS), with its
associated mapping that is now being delivered
via the wonderful MapGenie web service
provided by the OS. The move to IMDS
marked the culmination of a four-year plan and
now enables multiple users to provide real-time
updates and revisions. As there is a direct link
between the IMDS application and the public
map/search facility on the National
Monuments Service website, all changes to
records on the former are copied in real time to
the latter site, and when records for ‘new’
monuments are created these appear on the
website on the same day. As it is possible to link
documents and images to each record, the
website has become the primary portal for the
dissemination of information on monuments:
the current total number of records managed by
the Survey has risen to more than 150,000. But
the move to the new Irish Transverse Mercator
(ITM) mapping has brought its own challenges,
as the detail recorded on the older Irish Grid-

based six-inch series (from which the Survey
data were derived and geo-referenced) is not
always coincident with that on the new
coordinate system: in certain parts of the
country, the point location for a record can be
out by as much as 30m. In consequence, it has
been necessary to review the locational element
of the data in line with the ongoing update of
the RMP and, to date, counties Longford, Sligo,
Waterford and Wicklow have been completed.

Since the turn of the millennium five
further inventories have been published:
Tipperary North (2002), Leitrim (2003), Sligo,
Vol. I (2005), Cork, Vol. V (2009), and Kerry, Vol.
I (2009), bringing the total number of published
volumes to 21. Although a number of these are

Left: Eamon Cody (middle) and Paul Walsh (right) in the

Burren, Co. Cavan, examining a boulder with rock art

(CV004-060----) which was discovered by Gaby Burns

(left) and Séamus Ó hUltacháin.

Below: Map of Ireland showing the distribution of the

records of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland.
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now out of print, the information contained in
all published inventories—together with entries
for other counties that are in preparation (e.g.
Dublin, Kildare, west Limerick, Longford,
Roscommon, Sligo and Tipperary South)—can
now be accessed on the website; in many cases
older entries have been updated and revised. In
2008, the long association between UCC and
the Survey came to an end with the completion
of further inventory contracts for Sligo, Cork
and Kerry and an updating of the Kerry dataset.
The records of the Cork Archaeological Survey
were transferred to the main archive office at Ely
Place, Dublin, which was then becoming
increasingly short of space. This situation,
however, was not to last long; in 2009, as part of
the government Decentralisation Programme,
the OPW moved its main headquarters to new
offices at Trim, Co. Meath. This resulted in a
reconfiguration of its office complex at St
Stephen’s Green and, in the following year, the
remaining National Monuments Service staff
and archive (including the records of the Survey)
were moved to the Irish Life Centre in Abbey
Street. But this transfer was to be short-lived, for
during this summer (2013), in line with further
rationalisation of accommodation across
government departments, the entire archive was
moved to the NMI’s ‘Collections Resource
Centre’ at Swords, Co. Dublin, where the NMS
manages a section. The staff at Irish Life have
travelled the short distance across the road to the
Custom House, to join their colleagues who had
been moved there from Dún Scéine in 2010. 

The current work programme of the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland is focused on
the ongoing maintenance of the statutory
Record of Monuments and Places, which is
being updated and revised with reference to
the new OS ITM mapping. The substantial
backlog of reports emanating from licensed
investigations is also being tackled to ensure
that the monument record is up to date. In
addition, the Survey receives numerous reports
of newly discovered monuments. This has
increased dramatically within the past few years
with the ready access to the results of LiDAR
surveys and, most especially, the improved
aerial coverage on the Bing Maps and Google
Earth websites. But this is to be expected. Since
its inception the Survey has always tried to
maintain contact with relevant agencies,
academic institutions, students and other
interested members of the public who have
been undertaking archaeological surveys at
local or national level. In this way, the record
has been greatly enhanced by the results of
their discoveries (e.g. the Bruff survey
undertaken by the Discovery Programme, Dr
G. Barrett’s aerial collection and the ‘burials
project’ undertaken by the NMI). The

development of appropriate synergies is
typified by the most recent example of the
support provided by the NMS for the ‘Ogham
in 3D project’ being undertaken at the Dublin
Institute for Advanced Studies
(www.ogham.celt.dias.ie). 

There is an unwritten axiom that an
archaeological survey is never complete! That
this applies to the Archaeological Survey of
Ireland is borne out by the following example.
In 1973 Peter Danaher was able to remark that
‘when the fieldwork first started in Co. Louth
in 1965 only 70 souterrains were recorded in
that county; the recorded number now stands at
225’. Since that was published there has been a
50% increase, and the number of souterrains in
the county currently stands at 337. More than
anything else this demonstrates not only the
importance of the ongoing maintenance of the
record but also how much still remains to be
found even in an area that has been the subject
of intensive archaeological investigations over
five decades. And, while this year may mark the
50th anniversary of the establishment of the
‘Archaeological Survey of Ireland’, one must
not lose sight of the fact that its origins go back
some 30 years previously when, having received
approval in principle to proceed with their
‘rapid’ survey, Harold Leask, Adolf Mahr and
their colleagues laid the foundations for today’s
record-holdings. One can only hope that they
would be proud to see how their vision has
been built on and progressed over the ensuing
decades. S

Above left: On the move again—Michael Moore,

Claire Breen and Geraldine Stout and Joe Norton

(Archive Unit) in the process of moving records from

Ely Place to the Irish Life Centre.

Above right: Rachel Barrett of the Archive Unit at the

Collections Resource Centre, Swords.
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The Irish Tourist Association ‘survey’

Interest in, and the recording of, Ireland’s
monuments was not the sole prerogative of the
OPW or the Ordnance Survey, and in the early 1940s
the Irish Tourist Association (ITA) embarked on an
ambitious project to survey the counties of Ireland
with a view to recording the cultural, physical and
tourism-related assets of local areas. The ITA, the
precursor to An Bord Fáilte and today’s Fáilte
Ireland, emerged as a voluntary organisation in 1924
with the aim of ‘promoting tourism to the benefit of
the nation’ and operated without any direct
financial support from the Irish Free State. With the
passing of the Tourist Traffic Act in 1939 the ITA
received an annual grant and was now in a position
to promote local tourism and information through
local tourist offices. Among the new initiatives
developed was the establishment of a
‘Topographical and General Survey’ of Ireland. This
was conducted on a parish basis within each county
and five different forms were issued to the
surveyors: one of these was devoted to recording
‘Natural features, antiquities, historic associations
etc.’. A number of well-known archaeologists of the
time were engaged in the work, and an up-and-
coming graduate from University College Cork,
Michael J. O’Kelly (later to become professor there in
1946), was put in charge of bringing together and
editing the data collected by fieldworkers. O’Kelly
liaised with Leask at the OPW, and the latter’s

Above: The Irish Tourist Association survey was

incorporated into the OPW files. This extract relates

to the Augustinian friary (WA031-040005-) at

Dungarvan, Co. Waterford.

topographical files contain much detail extracted from the ITA
records. The original surveys also included photographs, which,
together with the descriptive particulars, provide a valuable
record not only of the antiquities but also of life in Ireland in
the 1940s. Where extant, the ITA survey records are housed in
the relevant county library.

Left: The Archive Unit’s manager, Ed

Bourke, transferring Survey records to

the Collections Resource Centre, Swords.

NOTES
1. This scheme was subsequently published
by Harold Leask, then Inspector of
National Monuments at the Office of
Public Works (OPW), in his presidential
address to the Royal Society of
Antiquaries of Ireland in January 1942:
Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of
Ireland 72 (1942), 1–13.
2. The earliest visit by Peter Danaher to a
monument recorded on the database was
to LH021-039----, which was inspected
on 20 May 1965.
3. The author of the article is not
identified but there can be little doubt that
it was penned by Peter Danaher: at the
very least, he must have contributed the
substantive content.
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In March 1965, when I joined the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland as
archaeological investigator, Peter Danaher

was Survey director and the second investigator
was Galway graduate Joe McCabe. Initially we
were based with the staff of the National
Monuments Service, led by Percy Le Clerc, in
a beautiful Georgian building in Ely Place
boasting a good library and the ever-helpful
Henry Wheeler, source of immense
knowledge. Louth was to be the first county to
be surveyed and our work programme was
based on the information drawn from all the
editions of the OS six-inch maps of that
county. Guided by archivist Seán Ó
Suilleabháin, we also laboriously gathered
much useful information about archaeological
monuments from the Irish Folklore
Commission’s ambitious Schools’ Folklore
Scheme of 1937–8. This involved pupils of
some 5,000 primary schools throughout the
Irish Free State writing down oral testimony
from older members of their families and of the
local community.  

Eventually we set out on our fieldwork, and
I remember thinking to myself—somewhat
grandiosely—here we are, the three of us,
heading off to survey Ireland! This high-flying
notion was soon deflated by the density of the
blackthorn bushes covering the archaeological
monuments greeting us in Louth. Initially Peter
and Joe wielded the slash-hooks and conferred
earnestly together as to the best way to get a
measuring tape through the tangle of briars.
Finding myself firmly relegated to the role of
bag-carrier and tea-maker, I embarked on a plan,
rushing ahead at the next site, grabbing the slash-
hook and slashing my way into a more decisive
and responsible archaeological role. After
conducting some further staff training on the
niceties of tea-making rotas and shared washing
up, the basis of an equitable team was established.  

At this time the main base for the Survey was
in a simple shed-like structure at the Fair Green
in Ardee, far removed from the Georgian
splendour of Ely Place, with minimal facilities
and no reference library, something much missed
when we returned from fieldwork every year
from November through to January. We also had
temporary residences from 1965 to 1970 in
Dundalk, Oldcastle, Trim and Mullingar, as well
as in the towns of Monaghan and Cavan. 

HELEN LANIGAN WOOD

The Archaeological Survey of
Ireland, 1965–70

Left: Peter Danaher exploring a souterrain.

Above: Helen Lanigan Wood and Joe McCabe standing

on either side of the very overgrown bank of a ring-

barrow (LH003-026----) at Carrickastuck, Co. Louth.

Below: Taking a break from surveying: Joe McCabe sits

beside a plane table.
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In the early years we normally took on a worker
from the Labour Exchange, but later we
sometimes employed students. Student Una
O’Reilly was with me in 1969 when we came
across the cup-and-circle-inscribed stone
(ME009-065----) in Ballinvally townland on the
lower slopes of Loughcrew, Co. Meath, now on
display in the NMI. Having lain face downwards,
it had just been found during land reclamation
and looked as fresh as the day it was carved,
thousands of years earlier—a wonderfully
memorable experience.

Not long after the survey had begun I was
somewhat shocked when an order came from
our OPW overlords in Dublin that henceforth
we were to conduct our business through the
medium of Irish. In practice, however, this did
not mean that we had to chat up the local
Louth farmers in Irish: all that was required was
that our orders to OPW headquarters for office
supplies should be in Irish, as should the
notations on our drawings. Descriptions of
archaeological monuments could continue in
English, the plan being to get these translated
for what was to be an initial publication in Irish
of the Louth Survey, with a publication in
English to follow eventually! But not
everything went smoothly: for example, my
order to Dublin for a dozen pencils and rubbers
resulted in the delivery of twelve bright yellow
dusters! Suspecting that Joe’s beautiful

Connemara Irish was being misunderstood in
Dublin, after this episode I always included an
English translation.  

In October 1970 my new married status
brought the unwelcome obligation to resign
from the Survey and led me to Belfast. There,
after being duly sworn in at Stormont by a Bible-
bearing government minister, I joined the
Archaeological Survey of Northern Ireland, then
directed by Dudley Waterman, and worked for
two years in Fermanagh. In 1966 I had paid £7
7s., a substantial part of my monthly salary, for
The Archaeological Survey of County Down, written
by Waterman and his colleague Pat Collins. This
was the first county archaeological survey
published in Ireland, covering settlement history
from earliest times right up to the nineteenth
century, and I have always considered it to be a
model of its kind. S

Above: A field survey description in Irish of a ringfort

(LH002-008----) at Drummullagh, Co. Louth.

Top right: Helen Lanigan Wood and Joe McCabe

lunching in style against a large haystack.

Right: The Ballinvalley rock art stone (ME009-065----),

recorded by Helen Lanigan Wood in 1969 and now in

the National Museum of Ireland.
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When I arrived in Mullingar in May
1976 to take up the post as
archaeologist with the Archaeological

Survey of Ireland, the Survey staff comprised one
senior archaeologist (Tom Fanning) and two
archaeologists (Joe McCabe and Jim Reynolds);
these were supported by two surveyors (Kevin
O’Brien and Brian Ronayne) or ‘architectural
assistants’, as they were officially graded by OPW
headquarters in Dublin. The Survey was housed in
a well-used prefabricated building at the rear of the
OPW Drainage Section maintenance depot at
Robinstown, just north of Mullingar, Co.
Westmeath. The ‘prefab’ was located next door to a
works making pre-cast concrete kerbs and posts,
and the working day was punctuated with the noise
of saws and the high-pitched screech of the angle-
grinder: to say the least, this was not conducive to
productive archaeological endeavours!

The office had no administrative support
services, nor even a photocopier, and it possessed
only one telephone: this was in the room
occupied by the Senior Archaeologist. All material
to be typed had to be sent to Dublin! While the
accommodation—such as it was—could be
described as adequate for a field office, it was not
suitable as a headquarters or, indeed, for the
preparation of material for publication. In
addition, its location meant that access to relevant
published literature was limited, and its distance
from colleagues and the central administration in
the OPW headquarters in Dublin caused
communications difficulties. There were inevitable
delays and misunderstandings, and the sending and
receiving of instructions and reports that
emanated from field inspections was both time-
consuming and laborious. I well recall my first
field inspection trip outside of County Westmeath
to a number of sites in the south and west. It was
undertaken in the week leading up to Christmas
1976, when I was tasked with inspecting
monuments in counties Kerry and Clare. My
abiding memory of the Kerry visit is that of
getting a wellington full of freezing cold water
when I crossed a mountain stream in full spate!
But such misfortunes are balanced by many other
memories of surveying in glorious summer
sunshine or of the joy of finding previously
unrecorded or exceptionally well-preserved
monuments.

The months of March and October were
generally reserved for preliminary reconnaissance
survey work. When I arrived this work was being
carried out in the surrounding counties of Cavan,
Longford and Offaly. This was undertaken by
individual archaeologists who inspected monuments
in order to record them and to identify which ones
would require detailed instrument survey (e.g. plans
and/or profiles). The detailed survey in County
Westmeath was undertaken during the summer
months by teams. Each team comprised an
archaeologist, a surveyor and a local labourer, who
was taken on to carry out various general duties,
such as clearing scrub from monuments and
providing other support services. Temporary
professional assistants (or TPAs, as they were
generally called)—usually students studying
archaeology or surveying—were hired for the
summer. Among the TPAs who assisted us at various
times over the years was Eamon Cody, later to join
the staff of the National Monuments Service after a
career with the Ordnance Survey, John Sheehan,
who subsequently went on to head up the
archaeological survey of south-west Kerry (and now
lectures in the Department of Archaeology, UCC),
Elizabeth FitzPatrick (professor in the Department
of Archaeology, NUI Galway) and Matthew Stout,
who lectures in the History Department at St
Patrick’s College of Education, Dublin. Each team
was given a specific area to cover, usually
corresponding with a number of OS six-inch sheets.

BRIAN DUFFY

The Mullingar years

Above: Jim Reynolds at Lough Derravaragh in 1982.

Right: Surveying an Iron Age log boat at Lough

Derravaragh, Co. Westmeath (June 1982), including

Kevin O’Brien using the plane table, Vincent Hurley in

the centre, Colman Buckley holding the staff and Jim

Reynolds with the camera.
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In the early years plans and profiles were made using
a level—or, on more complex sites, a theodolite—
but plane tables and self-reducing alidades were later
provided. Field descriptions were written into the
standard-issue Stationery Office notebooks and our
instructions were to tear the page (or pages) out of
the notebook and place them on the file: many of
these pages still bear witness to weather conditions
and other inclement working environments. I recall
also that Joe McCabe had begun a card index of
archaeological terms in Irish, which has not
survived the passage of time and many office moves.

During the winter months, from November
through till March, the time was spent in inking up
the results of the instrument surveys, filing, carrying
out relevant research in libraries and checking the
archaeological literature for whatever counties were
being surveyed. My responsibilities included
undertaking preliminary fieldwork in County
Longford, and most of my detailed surveys of
monuments were carried out in County
Westmeath.

When Tom Fanning moved to take up a
lectureship position in UCG in 1979, Joe McCabe
was promoted to Senior Archaeologist. Two years
later the Survey staff complement was increased
with the appointment of Vincent Hurley, Cormac
Scally, Tony Lynch and Victor Buckley; a second
prefabricated structure was erected to
accommodate the extra staff. Henry Wheeler, who
was working out of the OPW headquarters in
Dublin, retired at the end of that year and I was
appointed to the post of Senior Archaeologist. His
workload—the inspection of monuments
emanating principally from the Farm
Development Services—now devolved to the
Survey personnel in Mullingar. Most of this work
was undertaken in the western and north-western
counties, and it not only brought us to
monuments and areas of the country that we
might not otherwise have visited but also enabled
us to see a wider range of monument types across
all landscapes. Where extensive and well-preserved
remains were found, these were subjected to
detailed survey. Other calls were made on us to
carry out inspections on sites not connected with
agricultural improvements. Among my more
memorable visits was one to Streedagh, Co. Sligo,
to meet with the divers who had discovered three
wrecks from the Spanish Armada. In addition, we

Left: An isometric

drawing of a

souterrain (RO045-

102----) in Killiaghan

and Gort, Co.

Roscommon, surveyed

by Fionnbarr Moore

and Kevin O’Brien in

1986.

Right: Henry Wheeler,

archaeologist with the

OPW.

received numerous reports on previously
unrecorded monuments such as cists, souterrains,
trackways in bogs and even, on occasion, log boats.
All had to be investigated and inspected; in
exceptional cases, when an emergency arose,
Survey personnel also undertook rescue
excavations. It was Vincent Hurley who carried
out the original inspection at Corlea and
commissioned the dating of the timber which led
to Prof. Barry Raftery’s being invited to undertake
an excavation.We also liaised with Coillte and
Bord na Móna and gave presentations to their staff
on the archaeological monuments and sites that
they were likely to encounter in the course of
their work.

In the mid-1980s the Survey moved into new
offices in Austin Friars Street, Mullingar. The focus
at this stage had shifted to the production of
SMRs. It was while we were based in Austin Friars
Street that we were joined by Fionnbarr Moore.
As development pressures increased in the late
1980s, staff had to engage with processing
planning and development applications and it
soon became evident that, as other Survey
personnel were then working out of offices in the
capital, it would be more effective to centralise
functions. So in 1990 the ‘Mullingar Office’ was
closed, we struck camp and headed for 51 St
Stephen’s Green. S

Left: Staff of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland

inspecting the cist at Burnellstown, Co. Westmeath

(WM026-107----), prior to its rescue excavation by

Fionnbarr Moore in May 1987. Left to right: Kevin

O’Brien, Vincent Hurley, Brian Duffy (back to camera)

and Jim Reynolds beside the cist.

Below: Brian Duffy and Jim Reynolds at the

commencement of the excavation of the cist at

Burnellstown, Co. Westmeath (WM026-107----).
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One tends to think that what has been
achieved is always the result of a
gradual combination of centralised

government departmental policy and the
refinement of best international practice for the
greater good of society. Behind every
development along the road to our current
situation, however, lie hidden histories which
prompt us to think ‘What if . . .?’ I joined the
OPW’s Archaeological Survey of Ireland in
1980, following a stint working temporarily with

the Archaeological Survey of Northern Ireland,
Belfast, on the Sites and Monuments Record
(SMR) for County Antrim. This short spell had
taught me the value of SMRs and throughout
1980–3 a number of proposals were sent up the
chain of command within the OPW to try to
initiate a national SMR. At the same time the
Irish Association of Professional Archaeologists
(IAPA) was vigorously campaigning for rapid
publication of the survey results in abbreviated
form. All had been met with stony silence. 

VICTOR BUCKLEY

Surveys and serendipity: 
the origin of the SMR

Left: The first SMR listing was for County Louth in 1984.

Below: Photograph taken at the time of the completion of the Louth SMR in 1984. Front row (L–R): Noel Lynch

(Director of National Monuments), Philip McCabe (OPW Commissioner), Joe McCabe, Anna Brindley and Kieran

Campbell. Back row (L–R): Jim Cotter (National Monuments Administration), John Mahony, Michael Conroy (National

Monuments Administration), Danny Lynch (OPW Press Officer), Brian Duffy and Paul McMahon.
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Fate, however, has a way of ensuring that
change happens, and in November 1983 the
phone on my desk rang. John Mahony, the
Assistant Principal Officer of the National
Monuments Service at the time (he would later
become chairman of the Commissioners), asked
me to call into his office. My immediate boss (or
‘line manager’, as they are now termed), the late
Joe McCabe, and other senior staff were on
extended leave breaks for one reason or another,
and so the call came to me. John Mahony had the
Draft Development Plan for County Louth to
deal with, which recommended five sites for
protection. He asked whether these ‘new-fangled
SMRs’ could do better, and I said ‘Yes!’ How long
to produce a Louth SMR was the next question.
‘Three weeks’, said I—a figure based on nothing
but hope! Luckily he agreed and the task was set
in motion, but we didn’t even have the money
for a stencil and thus various coins from my
pocket were used to circle the monuments on
the maps.

As the work progressed, Muiris de Buitléir,
our draughtsman/surveyor, suggested a cover and
binding for the maps. The end-product was
launched in March 1984, and some creative
accounting ensured that sufficient quantities of
appropriate beverages would be available on the
day; fortunately, the officer who was distributing
the ‘drink’ was a teetotaller and thought that it
was lemonade! The end result was a large press
release with mega-publicity. Almost immediately
we were instructed to prepare SMRs for counties
Longford, Monaghan, Meath and Westmeath. Six
months later a ‘Paper Survey’ (the SMR Office)
was set up and the rest, as they say, is history! S

Above: Cover of the Public Service

journal, Seirbhís Phoiblí (March

1987), that included an article by

Victor Buckley on the future of

State archaeology.

Right: Raghnall Ó Floinn, Muiris de

Buitléir, Con Manning and Barry

O’Reilly at the launch of the

Archaeological survey of County

Louth and the SMRs for counties

Limerick, Mayo, Cavan and

Tipperary in Dublin Castle, 1992.
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The Galway Archaeological Survey was
one of the ‘contract surveys’ set up by
the OPW in the early 1980s to assist

the ‘national’ survey in Dublin in recording field
monuments. It was based in the Department of
Archaeology in what was then UCG (now
NUI Galway) and operated continuously from

June 1982 until February 1993. Though known
affectionately to the staff as GAS, its official title
was the OPW/UCG Preliminary Archaeological
Survey of County Galway.

The Survey was initially housed in a couple of
small, modern rooms adjacent to the departmental
offices in Tower 2 of the New Arts Concourse.

Very soon, however, we moved to what became a
‘permanent’ home: the basement at the back of the
old Quadrangle in UCG. This had previously been
the Department’s offices and at that time still housed
seminar rooms and storage facilities. It was an
atmospheric place: small, cramped, with low vaulted
ceilings and a treacherous, steep, backstairs entrance.

PAUL GOSLING

Memories of the Galway
Archaeological Survey
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The late Professor Rynne was nominally
the director of GAS, but the actual day-to-
day running of the Survey during its
formative years was conducted by Tom
Fanning, who had previously worked with
the Archaeological Survey of Ireland in
Dublin before taking up his lecturing post in
UCG. Bernie Broderick, the departmental
secretary, was the pivotal link between the
basement and the tower, while John Waddell,
the third member of the lecturing staff, was
always available for emotional and intellectual
support.

The Survey staff were mostly graduates of
the department, and on a personal basis GAS’s
main legacy was that it gave employment to a
large group of twenty-somethings in the
1980s. Close on 30 people worked with GAS
over its decade of existence, many of whom
have made lifelong careers in archaeology.
Space does not permit a roll-call here so I
will mention only one name, Markus Casey,
because he has been taken from us: expert
aviator and field surveyor, master of the droll!

Fieldwork was conducted in pairs in a fleet
of rusting second-hand cars on whose doors
were painted the full title of the Survey in
letters so small they could hardly be read. The
aim was to visit and make a preliminary record
of seven monuments per day! Though initially
confined to the barony of Dunkellin in south
Galway, the Survey was expanded to the whole
county by 1984. From then until 1987, field
teams were posted out to ‘stations’ in the Aran
Islands, Ballinasloe, Dunmore and Clifden. The
latter base, ably led by Michael Gibbons, was a
particularly bountiful one, making a whole raft
of discoveries, particularly of megalithic

monuments. As a result, archaeological sites
west of the Corrib are still categorised in
some quarters as Gibbonian or non-
Gibbonian.

Work was punctuated with annual
contract reviews with the OPW and periodic
visits by staff from the national survey, initially
by the late Joe McCabe, a shy and gentle man,
and latterly by David Sweetman. Correct
classification and labelling were paramount. I
still recall the day ‘hall-castles’ morphed into
‘hall-houses’, and I am still not sure whether
one is allowed to believe in medieval
ringworks!

The Galway Survey pioneered the digital
recording of map coordinates, contributed to
a special volume of the Journal of the Galway
Archaeological and Historical Society (Vol. 41,
1987), produced a Sites and Monuments
Record (SMR) for the county (1987), and
published two volumes of a projected three-
part archaeological inventory (1993 and
1999). The third volume, in draft form,
remains unpublished. S

Opposite page: A montage of Galway

Archaeological Survey staff members, including

(clockwise from bottom left) Angela Gallagher,

Gearóid Conroy, Patrick Holland, Carol Gleeson and

Leo Morahan (on lower step), Suzanne Zajac and

Markus Casey.

Above: Moylough Castle (GA045-029001-)—one

of the Galway hall-houses!
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In the spring of 1982 John Bruton’s budget
was defeated in the Dáil because it proposed
introducing VAT on children’s clothing and

footwear, causing the government of the day to
fall. One of the other proposals in that speech
was a new agenda for the Archaeological Survey
of Ireland, chiefly the allocation of funds for
contracting out part of the work to the various
Departments of Archaeology at the universities
of Cork, Dublin and Galway. The incoming
government decided to include this latter
proposal in their budget and thus began the Cork
Archaeological Survey in UCC, with the brief to
carry out a rapid survey of the county.

The Cork Survey, as it became known, began
work in October 1982 in the barony of East
Muskerry, roughly the area between Cork city
and Macroom. This area was selected as it had
been the subject of a very comprehensive
Master’s thesis by Paddy Hartnett in the 1940s.

Unfortunately, the start of the survey coincided
with the death of Brian O’Kelly, Professor of
Archaeology in UCC. His successor, Peter
Woodman, continued to support the project,
but the person in the department most closely
associated with the Cork Survey is Michael
Monk. Mick had been given responsibility for
the Survey by O’Kelly and continued in that
supervisory role right up to its eventual closure
in 2008. Mick’s enthusiastic support, both for

DENIS POWER

The Cork Archaeological Survey

Top left: ‘Compiling’ the SMR for County Cork in 1988:

(L–R) Mary Sleeman, Sheila Lane and Denis Power.

Above: At the launch of the SMR for County Cork in

1988. Front row (L–R): David Sweetman, Noel Lynch

(Director of National Monuments), Denis Power, Noel

Tracey TD, Denis Lyons TD and John Mahony. Back row

(L–R): Mick Monk, Peter Woodman, Philip McCabe (OPW

Commissioner) and Michael Mortell (President of UCC).

Left: The Cork Archaeological Survey team at Ballymaloe

House, Christmas 1984. Front row (L–R): Patricia O’Hare,

Sheila Lane, Ursula Egan, Elizabeth Byrne and Daphne

Pochin Mould. Back row (L–R): Mary Sleeman, Tony

Candon, Mick Monk, Denis Power, Red Tobin, Ivan

McMahon and Charles Byrne.
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the project and for me personally as the newly
appointed director, was vital to its survival and
success. I well remember being invited to
speak at a meeting of the Irish Association of
Professional Archaeologists (now the IAI) in
Ballinasloe in 1983, when the idea of this new
‘contract archaeology’ was deeply troubling to
the Association. Without Mick’s wholehearted
support then, and on many subsequent
occasions, we would not have been able to
continue. It says much for his standing within
Irish archaeology that we did survive those
initial difficulties and by and large brought the
profession along with us. Many archaeologists
have passed through the Cork Survey over the
years, though two, Elizabeth Byrne and Ursula
Egan, were present from start to finish. Those
initial forays into East Muskerry were tentative
steps but we soon found a working system,
much helped by gifted fieldwork
archaeologists like Gerry Walsh, Patricia
O’Hara, Red Tobin, Mary Sleeman and Sheila
Lane, to name just a few. Sheila took over from
me as Director in 1996 when I joined the ‘in-
house’ survey; she later departed as well, to
found her own successful commercial
archaeological company. 

In East Muskerry we quickly discovered
that having the UCC logo on our vans was a
great advantage; landowners are naturally
curious about strange vehicles (our fleet of
second-hand vans), but once they realised that
these were ‘from the College’ patterns of
strange behaviour, like photographing red and
white poles placed beside scratching posts,
were easily dismissed as harmless. The
interaction between archaeologists and
landowners could produce interesting results;
trying to explain Bronze Age ritual practices to
a man milking cows can be challenging. By
and large, landowners are interested in
anything to do with their land, especially if it
sounds far-fetched or incredible. Who would
ever have guessed that that ‘lump’ of ‘cinders’ in
the bottom field was a cooking place over
3,000 years old? 

Liaising with the National Monuments
Service was always an interesting business and
usually an informative one. The person most
directly involved with the university surveys,
on the archaeological front, was the Senior
Archaeologist in charge of the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland (ASI). Once the Cork Survey
was up and running, the first person we met in
this capacity was Joe McCabe, and then David
Sweetman. Joe was a shy, quiet man but an
astute fieldworker. David was as astute in the
field but hardly the shy, quiet type. We learned
a great deal from both; Joe had a great eye for
earthworks, and nobody is better than David
amongst medieval masonry. When David was

promoted to Chief Archaeologist it was always
clear that survey matters were a leading priority
for the Service. I must say that David’s successors
in running the ASI, namely Victor Buckley, Con
Manning and Paul Walsh, have all continued to
support and contribute to the work of the Cork
Survey with their own individual expertise.

Unfortunately the Cork Archaeological
Survey is no more. In the time of its existence its
contribution to the work of the ASI included the
SMR for County Cork (1988), the SMR for
County Limerick (1991), the SMR for County
Clare  (1992), the RMP for County Cork (1998),
all five volumes of the Archaeological Inventory of
County Cork (1992, 1994, 1997, 2000 and 2009),
volume 1 of the Archaeological Inventory of County
Sligo (2005) and volume 1 of the Archaeological
Inventory of County Kerry (2009). S

Above: Checking maps in East Muskerry: (L–R) Ursula

Egan, Mary Sleeman and Elizabeth Byrne.

Right: The full team at Garryduff ringforts (CO055-

001---- and CO055-002----): (L–R) Ivan McMahon,

Mary Sleeman, Mick Monk, Daphne Pochin Mould,

Red Tobin, Ursula Egan, Elizabeth Byrne, Sheila Lane,

Tony Candon, Denis Power, Charles Byrne and Patricia

O’Hare.

Below right: David Sweetman with the Cork Survey at

Doonpower coastal promontory fort (CO100-017002-)

in east Cork: (L–R) Elizabeth Byrne, David Sweetman,

Denis Power and Charles Byrne.

Bottom: Reunion of the Cork Survey at the Lee

Maltings, UCC. Front row (L–R): Mary Sleeman, Tony

Candon, Elizabeth Byrne, Angela Desmond, Sheila

Lane, Judith Monk, Rose Aherne, Daphne Pochin

Mould, Charles Byrne and Ursula Egan. Back row

(L–R): Mick Monk, Ivan McMahon, Matt Kelleher,

Katey Sleeman, Denis Power, Marcus Nolan, Pat Byrne,

Eamon Cotter, John Cronin and Domhnal Fleming.
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‘ARCHAEOLOGISTS REQUIRED
FOR PAPER SURVEY OF 16
COUNTIES’
In 1982 no one knew the true extent of the
archaeology in the Republic of Ireland. There were
pioneering efforts in the 1970s, when lists of
archaeological sites for the 26 counties were drawn
up by An Foras Forbartha, with some fine
archaeologists employed, including the late Paddy
Healy. These lists, however, were by no means
exhaustive, and clearly something had to be done
to rectify the situation. A pragmatic decision was
taken by the OPW to establish, on a contract basis,
a rapid baseline survey of the Republic’s
archaeology, and an advertisement in the Irish Times
of 24 October 1984 read ‘Archaeologists required
for Paper Survey of 16 counties’. Contracts were
signed on 14 March 1985 with co-directors
Geraldine Stout and Michael Gibbons, with
provision to appoint a staff of three each to
undertake ‘the execution of a survey of written
documentation on historic sites and monuments
in eight counties and the preparation of a Sites and
Monuments Record for each county’. 

The nerve centre for the ‘Paper Survey’ was 13
Lower Hatch Street, Dublin. Together both teams
took on the challenge of designing from scratch a
streamlined, effective storage and information
retrieval system with standardised recording on
new Record Cards and Reference Sheets. County
lists were compiled from a wide range of
cartographic, documentary and photographic
sources. Each site received an individual

identification Sites and Monuments Record
(SMR) number referring to a hard-copy file
containing all relevant documentation and a record
on the computer database. More detail was
provided from an extensive archive with hard-copy
files for each site. The SMRs were issued in the
form of a checklist, with detail restricted to the
minimum required for use in planning, with
accompanying annotated maps. Planners were now
able to see at a glance whether a development
would affect an area of archaeological importance.

‘PUTTING HISTORIC SITES ON
COMPUTER’ 
A technological revolution was taking place in
archaeological survey in the mid-1980s, of which
the Paper Survey was a part. Irish newspaper
reports spoke of ‘Putting historic sites on
computer’ (Wexford People, 20 June 1986) and
‘Uncovering Ireland the hi-tech way’ (Sunday Press,
19 November 1989). A fact-finding mission took
the co-directors to a seminar in London on 29

GERALDINE STOUT

The ‘Paper Survey’: 
a technological revolution

Left: Mary Tunney (née Murphy) highlighting monuments for

the SMR maps. 

Above: Katherine Daly using the stereoscopic viewer to

identify monuments from aerial photographs.

Right: The SMR maps, like the County Wexford maps

being shown here by Geraldine Stout, generated a lot of

public interest.

November 1985 on Computer usage in archaeology,
jointly organised by the Institute of Field
Archaeologists and the Royal Commission on
Historical Monuments of England. They met with
Rowan Whimster (Head of Unit) in the Royal
Commission (London) and also visited the Sites
and Monuments Record office of the Norfolk
Archaeological Unit to discuss aerial photographic
interpretation. The overall message was one of
standardisation and centralisation. Fortunately, the
Paper Survey was able to avoid many of the
problems they faced in Great Britain with multiple
centres and systems. 

A further innovation saw the introduction of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) to assist in
the location and compilation of archaeological
sites. This facilitated the automated production of
the Paper Survey. A management system with
standard editing, search and print-out facilities was
devised by Muiris de Buitléir (OPW), who
pioneered the use of this new technology and
created an office of his own that would eventually
cater to the GIS needs of a wide array of
government organisations. Information relating to
each site was stored on an IBM PC At, using D-
Base III Plus software with appropriate coded
reference. Ordnance Survey sheet division and
sheet coordinates of sites and monuments were
automatically computed and stored on a map file
using a Calcomp 9100 Digitiser. The data also
formed the basis of a National Monuments
database. 
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‘FOR GOD AND WEXFORD’S SAKE
LISTEN, READ AND ACT’ 
The local input into the Paper Survey project was
considerable. The office built up a network of
support nationwide and tapped into the ever-
growing interest in matters archaeological at a
local level. This partnership was encouraged by
newspapers such as the Wexford People, which
called on locals to ‘For God and Wexford’s sake
listen, read and act’ (20 June 1986). Such liaison
with scholars and leading historians maximised
the amount of information compiled and
increased good will around the country. There
was a major input into the county surveys by
FÁS-sponsored archaeological surveys in
Listowel, Cahersiveen and Castleisland, Co. Kerry,
and in Clonlisk and Ikerrin, Co. Tipperary.

The SMR office became a research hub for
students, local historians and archaeologists, and
there are fond memories of regulars such as
Tommy Clarke from Carlow and Seamus Scully
from Dublin sharing their vast local knowledge
over a cuppa. The Survey staff reciprocated with
endless lectures and contributions to local and
county journals and county volumes, particularly
Willie Nolan’s Geography Publications series.

‘AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY HAS
CHANGED THE INTERPRETATION
OF IRISH HISTORY’ 
The Paper Survey was initiated prior to a full field
survey, so the use of aerial photography was
critical. The office pioneered the use of the
Geological Survey of Ireland’s (GSI) collection of
high-altitude vertical photographs, produced at a
scale of 1:30,000 and taken between 1973 and
1977. This provided visible access into every field
in Ireland from the comfort of the office. Lower-
altitude vertical coverage taken by the Irish Air
Corps was also examined and was supplemented
by the oblique cover taken by Cambridge
University between 1963 and 1971. This was
particularly suitable for studying poorly mapped
upland and marginal areas known to have been
favoured in prehistoric times. 

The GSI high-altitude collection was very
accessible and the information content fully
exploited when viewed through a stereoscopic
viewer (a Wild Apt 1). The high-quality Wild
Optics with high magnification enabled every
detail to be clearly recognised. To extend the
scope of photographic interpretation, a camera
facility on the machine meant that a
photograph of the magnified image could be
placed on file. This was adding an average of
10% previously undocumented new sites in
each of the counties, and up to 18% in
Wexford. The results were striking and
newspaper coverage remarked that ‘Aerial
photography has changed the interpretation of
Irish history’ (Irish Times, 28 December 1991).
These sites had previously remained
undiscovered because of inconsistencies in
mapping by the Ordnance Survey and the
inaccessibility of upland areas and large
stretches of wetland. There were important
implications for the interpretation of a county’s
past, and the distribution patterns of many site
types, such as prehistoric hillforts and medieval
moated sites, were changed radically. The co-
directors of the Paper Survey were regular
contributors at the annual Aerial Archaeology
Research Group, making their first presentation
in Cambridge in 1986. 

RESULTS 
Between 1985 and 1992 the SMR office produced
a complete assessment of the archaeology of twelve
counties in the form of published lists of sites,
accompanying sets of marked-up Ordnance Survey
six-inch maps (1:10560, reduced to a scale of
1:12000), and a vast computer database and archive.
It also brought into uniformity the surveys of the
remaining counties completed under a variety of
circumstances. This work also provided a unique
opportunity to view the Irish landscape on a
macro-scale. It essentially provided a context and a
firm foundation for undertaking regional analysis of
settlement patterns. Distribution patterns emerged,
some augmenting previously held observations,
others changing the picture of settlement
dramatically. Whole fossilised landscapes, previously
unmapped, were discovered and the interpretation
of Irish history and prehistory underwent a radical
overhaul. Many of the SMR office staff still work in
the State archaeological services, while others are
working in private practice or in third-level
institutions. The original staff consisted of Geraldine
Stout and Michael Gibbons (co-directors), with
Olive Alcock, Tom Condit, Katherine Daly, Patricia
Dunford, Mary Tunney (née Murphy) and Gerry
Walsh, with later vacancies being filled by Geraldine
Dunne, Jean Farrelly, Elizabeth FitzPatrick, Amanda
Loughran and Barry O’Reilly. S

Top left: Amanda Loughran and

Jean Farrelly creating files for

the SMR of County Tipperary.

Above: Jean Farrelly and Barry

O’Reilly of the SMR Office with

popular visitor Leo Swan, who

provided many aerial

photographic images to the

Office.

Right: Amanda Loughran, Leo

Swan and Jean Farrelly at the

1992 launch in Dublin Castle of

the Archaeological survey of

County Louth and the SMRs for

counties Limerick, Mayo, Cavan

and Tipperary.
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Looking back at those years that I spent
with the SMR Office compiling the
‘Paper Survey’—in effect the first

dedicated listing of all known monuments in the
State—I consider it appropriate to highlight a
number of major achievements. Significant
contributions were made in the fields of upland
archaeology, our use of early maps as
archaeological sources, our pioneering use of
vertical aerial photography as a survey tool, and
our close cooperation with local archaeologists
and field clubs. From the outset John Mahony, at
senior management level within the OPW, was a
very strong supporter of this venture. I should also
state that a lot of our work would have been
difficult, if not impossible, without assistance from
those unnamed civil servants who work behind
the scenes, and I must mention especially the
members of the ‘Organisation Unit’ within the
OPW, which was crucial to our ability to develop
the office. Using their resources we were able to
set up—for its time—a state-of-the-art facility,
and they were excited to work with a group of
enthusiastic young scholars. 

We were fortunate to have the assistance of
colleagues and other professionals working in
allied institutions, including the National Museum
of Ireland and the National Library of Ireland,
who provided us with ready access to their
collections. Through our work with the National
Museum finds registers we also sought to build up
this source as a working database within the SMR
archives. In addition, there were others, like John
Danaher in charge of Air Survey with Ordnance
Survey Ireland, who took an interest in our work
and guided and facilitated us in our efforts to
access the various aerial survey collections. And, of
course, we benefited hugely from colleagues in the
various universities and received support from the
Megalithic Survey at the Ordnance Survey. But it
is to those local amateur enthusiasts that credit
must be extended for making the results as
complete as possible and filling in those gaps on
the maps with previously unknown monuments.
Brendan Rooney of Glencar and the Sligo Field
Club led us to the extensive upland prehistoric
landscape between the Glencar and Glenade
valleys on the Sligo–Leitrim border which

featured on RTÉ News. The discovery of this
landscape would further enhance the research that
had been undertaken in this area by Prof. Gabriel
Cooney on the siting of megalithic tombs. This
complex, comprising tombs, field systems,
enclosures and house sites (most of which are of
probable prehistoric date), is a good illustration of
the success of the SMR Office, where, with very
limited field resources (one trip a month), we were
able to team up with local expertise on the
ground, follow up with a field visit and augment
our work with aerial photographic resources.
Similar assistance was provided in other counties.
Local Waterford historians Des Cowman and
Julian Walton were both extremely helpful, and
Tommy Clarke’s diligent work in Carlow on the
map of Idrone barony led to the identification of
many monuments, even if Tommy would refuse to
cross a field to see a monument if it lay outside the
county boundary!

Archaeological Survey of Ireland—50 yearsS26

MICHAEL GIBBONS

The ‘Paper Survey’: 
bringing it all together

Left: The SMR staff at a launch in Dublin Castle in

1987/8. Front row (L–R): Katherine Daly, Olive Alcock

and Michael Gibbons. Back row (L–R): Mary Tunney,

Tom Condit, Elizabeth FitzPatrick, Patricia Dunford and

Geraldine Stout.

Above: Michael Gibbons and Olive Alcock at Moone

high cross (KD036-031002-) during an SMR field trip to

County Kildare in 1985.
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We were also able to extend the known
extent of English settlement in north Connacht
very significantly with the identification of a
whole series of moated sites along the
Owenmore River, the fertile belt north of the
Ox Mountains between Killala Bay and
Ballysadare Bay (notwithstanding the supposed
Gaelic origins of some of these, for which I don’t
think there is any definitive evidence), and
throughout east Mayo and north Roscommon. 

From the outset the office developed a
relationship with the local and national press.
This proved to be very useful, especially when
work began in new counties. In Mayo it led us
directly to, among others, enthusiasts like Christy
Lawless, Tom Hennigan, Noel O’Neill and the
late Gerry Bracken, whose personal aerial
photographic collection was of immense value:
these local fieldworkers contributed hundreds of
monuments to the record. And there are others,
too numerous to mention, who assisted in so
many ways. For example, Con Costello from
Kildare was of great help and published one of
the first articles on the work of the SMR in a
local newspaper. At least one TV programme was
made within the office and the reporter, Joe
Little, did a piece on the use of aerial
photography for RTÉ Radio.  

And there were many visitors to the SMR
Office to consult the ever-expanding record
archive. The records for the Carlow–Kilkenny area
proved to be of great value to Prof. Willy Smith in
his analysis of late medieval settlement, and he
spent at least a week in the SMR Office consulting
the files. Among the frequent visitors was Leo
Swan (d. 2001), who shared with us not only his
extensive knowledge of early ecclesiastical
monuments but his collection of aerial
photographs. And the late Marek Zvelebil (d.
2011), the Czech–Dutch prehistorian who had a
deep interest in the Mesolithic/Neolithic
transition in Ireland, was keen to see his Bally
Lough project incorporated within the SMR.

The SMR Office was also pioneering in its
use of early sources, in particular the Civil Survey
and Down Survey maps (1654–6), especially for
counties in the south-east of Ireland. We were very
anxious to cull material from these sources, even
when it wasn’t easy to pin it down. For example,
in Kilkenny and Waterford numerous castle sites
were added, and while most of these were not
readily identifiable on the ground, at least it was
possible to map them to individual townlands. In
Waterford, our examination of the Bateman and
Scalé maps of the Devonshire Estates in the
National Library of Ireland proved similarly useful
for looking at earthwork monuments, including a
number of very rare linear earthworks. Most of the
monuments recorded on these surveys had
disappeared by the time of the Ordnance Survey
first edition (1834–41), which highlights the
massive changes that took place during Ireland’s
‘boom years’ of the eighteenth century. While
every effort was made to consult estate maps the
cover was at best patchy, largely owing to pressures
of time and resources: that said, serious effort was
made to interrogate the more readily accessible
sources. 

The work with vertical aerial photographs was
of immense importance and the SMR Office was
instrumental in saving much of the Air Corps’s
vertical aerial photographic collection. This
material, mainly taken in the 1940s and 1950s, had
been lying abandoned and unloved in a shed in
Baldonnell. There is little doubt that the interest
displayed in this collection by the SMR Office led
Commandant O’Malley to resource its
preservation. This source remains of great
importance for upland archaeology, in particular,

Right: Tom Condit and Leo Swan at the 1992 launch in

Dublin Castle of the Archaeological survey of County

Louth and the SMRs for counties Limerick, Mayo, Cavan

and Tipperary.

Below: At the 1992 launch in Dublin Castle of the

Archaeological survey of County Louth and the SMRs for

counties Limerick, Mayo, Cavan and Tipperary: (L–R)

Michael Moore, Paul Walsh, Muiris de Buitléir, Denis

Power and Heather King.
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and for the archaeology of Ireland’s east coast,
which has altered so radically since the 1940s and
1950s. I still vividly remember the day that Tom
Condit dragged me in to view the aerial photo of
the great hillfort complexes at Spinans Hill and
Brusselstown Ring in west Wicklow. The Air
Corps’s collection also proved its worth in
assisting in the identification of several major
deserted settlements, some of which had not
survived the ravages of reclamation and
development. In the west, vertical aerial

photography led to the discovery of the whole
subcategory of lake promontory forts (e.g. at
Lough Cara and Lough Fee), which are probably
of late Bronze Age date.

It was inevitable that there would be
tensions between the contract staff in the SMR
Office and National Monuments Service
personnel in the OPW. David Sweetman,
however, played a very supportive role in
negotiating this relationship. Probably the most
difficult aspect of the work was in dealing with
deadlines for the completion of counties. There
was a constant battle for additional time in order
to maintain the quality of the work. At times this
could prove trying, and there were heated
discussions over policy and other archaeological
issues which, on occasion, boiled over into the
public domain. For example, unaware of the
nuanced approach of civil service practice, I
naively released an internal report on ‘Forestry
and Archaeology’ to Frank McDonald of the
Irish Times, where it received front-page
coverage. To say the least, this did not go down

well and the ensuing internal storm was only
quelled by the intervention of Prof. George
Eogan, who came on national radio to
compliment the OPW on the wonderful staff in
the SMR Office and the tremendous work they
were doing, both in recording Irish monuments
and in their efforts to protect them. 

Pulling all of the disparate sources together,
literally into one file, was without doubt the
outstanding achievement of the SMR. Looking
back, both Geraldine and I had wonderful
resources and a tremendously dedicated and
talented team, and it would be remiss of me not
to mention the massive efforts of Olive Alcock
and Mary Tunney, who were key to whatever
success we achieved. From my point of view, I
always strove to improve, modernise and be
innovative in how things were done. I was
fortunate in being the co-director of a very
professional and effective team who could bring
to fruition the goals that I could visualise, even if
at times I found it difficult to carry out the daily
grind of actually achieving these. S
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Left: Attending the launch in Dublin Castle, 1992: (L–R)

Heather King, Christy Lawless, Margaret Keane, Tommy

Hennigan, Jacqui Donnelly, Charles Mount and Seán

Kirwan.

Below left: Olive Alcock, Patricia Dunford and Michael

Gibbons island-hopping to Achill Beg on an SMR field trip.

Below: Taking a break at Tawnamachugh portal tomb

(LE006-026----) during an SMR field trip to County Leitrim

in 1988, including members of the Megalithic Survey and

the Royal Commission on Historical Monuments (RCHM).

Front row (L–R): Charles Mount (Archaeological Survey),

Michael Gibbons and Mary Tunney (SMR Office) and Vicki

Fennor (RCHM). Back row (L–R): Eamon Cody (Megalithic

Survey), David Weir (Queen’s University, Belfast), Terence

Reeves-Smyth (Northern Ireland Environment Agency),

Seán Ó Nualláin (Megalithic Survey), Martin Timoney

(archaeologist) and Grahame Saxby Soffe (RCHM).
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It was in the course of the Urban Survey that
I learned to like Chinese food. Fieldwork
was conducted all through the year but it was

limited by light. This meant that one could do
more in the summer months than in winter. We
were young, energetic, devoted to the subject,
realising that we had the opportunity to do a
great national service and to do something that
had not been achieved in any other European
country. The concept of working from 9.00am to
5.00pm did not exist. In the summer months this
meant that we would remain in the field until
9.30 or 10.00pm. Then there was the problem of
food. In those days (1982–91) there were very
few restaurants outside of the large cities, and the
hotels stopped serving before 9.00pm. The only
places in which to eat were Chinese restaurants.
So I learned to enjoy Won Ton soup.

The Urban Survey was based in Newman
House, Dublin. It was blessed in the calibre of its
staff. There were two groups, one east of the
Shannon, the other west. Heather King, Ed
Bourke and Andy Halpin worked in Leinster and
Munster, Noel Dunne and Leo Morahan in
Connacht and Ulster. Others who worked for a
time included Ben Murtagh and Conor
Newman. I particularly remember covering
Carlingford with Conor, on Sundays. We worked
seven days a week (but, of course, were only paid
for five). From the beginning I was anxious to
include historical data with the archaeology. Ed
and Andy assembled the documentary
information. It fell to me to write it up. Without
wanting to be invidious, Noel Dunne is the most
remarkable field archaeologist I have ever worked
with. The way he could read humps and bumps
in the ground was astounding. Similarly, Ben
Murtagh could (and can) read a building like no
one else alive. As for Heather King, the debt that
the archaeology of this country owes her is
incalculable.

JOHN BRADLEY

The Urban Archaeology Survey

Above: A sample of Urban Archaeology Survey reports

produced by John Bradley.

Right: A plan and section of King’s Castle, Kilmallock

(LI047-022006-), from the Urban Archaeology Survey

report for County Limerick.

Above: A map showing the counties surveyed by John

Bradley (green). The remaining counties (blue) were

compiled under the direction of Jean Farrelly (Kilkenny

and Tipperary) and Suzanne Zajac (Cork).
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There are three others who must be
mentioned: Professor George Eogan, who was the
academic adviser and whose commitment to all
aspects of Irish archaeology was, and remains,
inspirational; John Mahony, later chairman of the
Commissioners of Public Works, who was a man
of vision and one of nature’s generals, making
decisions quickly and sticking to them; and Noel
Lynch, a generous, understanding and patient
man, and a natural teacher who encouraged
talent. So long as our administration can create
such civil servants we are in safe hands. I am sure
I gave them all grief, but if there is worth in the
Urban Survey it belongs to them. They allowed it
to happen. S
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The Urban Archaeology Survey, 1982–95
In the early decades of the archaeological survey the emphasis was on recording monuments

that were located in a rural setting. Urban archaeology was considered to require a
specialist approach not within the remit of the existing survey and had thus been

largely overlooked. By the 1980s, as urban development was continuing
apace, the need to address this issue had become pressing, as highlighted at

the time by the National Committee for Archaeology of the Royal Irish
Academy. Thus in 1982 a parallel survey, the Urban Archaeology Survey, was

contracted (initially under the auspices of UCD) to John Bradley. The primary aim
of the survey was to highlight the archaeological potential of Ireland’s towns and

to present the information in a form which could be used by the relevant local
authorities in planning matters, as well as by archaeologists and other researchers.

Bradley and his staff carried out a detailed survey of monuments in former medieval
boroughs, bringing together archaeological and historical resources to produce 181 reports, many with plans and sectional
drawings, together with maps of the towns on which monuments and the archaeological zones were highlighted. This work
was completed in 1991 for 23 of the 26 counties in the State. The remaining surveys were completed by 1995, applying
somewhat different criteria. The ‘urban’ no longer referred to urban in the medieval sense but urban in a modern context.
Thus medieval boroughs that had been abandoned and were now greenfield sites were not included. The Urban Archaeology
Survey of County Kilkenny was carried out in 1992–3 by
Jean Farrelly with Barry O’Reilly and Amanda Loughran,
incorporating some survey work already carried out by
John Bradley. In 1993 Jean Farrelly produced the survey
for South Tipperary with Elizabeth FitzPatrick, and in the
following year produced North Tipperary with Hugh
Carey. The final Urban Archaeology Survey was that for
Cork in 1995, compiled by Suzanne Zajac, John Cronin and
Jacinta Kiely. In the thirteen years between 1982 and 1995
a total of 240 towns were surveyed. The work of the
Urban Archaeology Survey has stood the test of time and
the reports are still a valuable resource for those
managing and developing urban areas.

Left: A plan and section of Glebe Castle, Rathkeale

(LI029-026----), from the Urban Archaeology Survey

report for County Limerick.

Right: A map of Carlingford (LH005-042----) from the

Urban Archaeology Survey report for County Louth.

Above: The Urban Archaeology Survey reports compiled under the direction

of Jean Farrelly (Kilkenny and Tipperary) and Suzanne Zajac (Cork).

Right: A map of Clonmel (TS083-019----) from the Urban Archaeology Survey

report for County Tipperary South Riding.
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The mood was ebullient. There were four
of us—Aonghus Moloney, David
Jennings, Conor McDermott and

myself—setting off in our ‘new’ second-hand Land
Rover, which, despite its various rattles, was a
four-wheel drive equal to the task of negotiating
rough off-road terrain. The work we were charged
with was, in Barry Raftery’s words, to compile ‘a
comprehensive and detailed database of all
surviving archaeological features in the bogs, to

carry out selective excavation on important,
threatened sites and to publish promptly’. We
drove up a bog road close to where the Corlea
Visitors’ Centre now stands so that we could view
the bog which was to be the starting point of
survey work. Having scanned the horizon and
decided the best way to access the bog, we
reversed the Land Rover—but alas, even its four-
wheel-drive capabilities couldn’t pull it out of the
soft peat into which it gently and steadily slid.
Much fruitless racing of the engine ensued, with
wheels spinning like crazy and peat churning
widely. We exited the vehicle, with difficulty
climbing out onto safer ground, and stood looking
at the jeep, its nose, complete with safari-like spare
wheel on the bonnet, at an awkward tilt. An
embarrassed call was made to Bord na Móna
(BNM) personnel, who cheerfully sent a tractor to
pull us out of the mire. It was an inauspicious start

to our endeavours, but even this didn’t dampen
our enthusiasm. Having spent months in
preparation at our appropriately titled
headquarters, ‘Crannog’, a small lodge building in
University College Dublin, we were finally out in
the field ready to commence a nationwide survey
of BNM bogs. It was the spring of 1991.

It was in one of these bogs, Corlea, where
Barry (the beloved late Emeritus Professor of
Celtic Archaeology) and his volunteer students
started excavations in the summers of the mid-
1980s. While working on the excavation of the
Iron Age ‘corduroy road’, as Barry termed it, the
team observed many other wooden structures,
such as closely packed arrangements of
roundwoods (branches or stems of trees), hurdles
or woven rods and trimmed planks on the BNM
field surfaces and in the drain faces. Never one to
leave an area of research unexamined and
thoroughly interrogated, over a number of
summers Barry carried out the most extensive
excavations of wetland material in Ireland at that
time. With his usual aplomb in forging good

MARGARET KEANE

Peatland memories

Left: Margaret Keane, David Jennings, Aonghus

Moloney and Conor McDermott at Clonfinlough

(OF006-075----), prior to excavation.

Below: Barry Raftery and Bryony Coles at Corlea

trackway (LF022-058001-), Co. Longford.

Right: Barry Raftery at the launch of Trackways in time

at Keenagh, Co. Longford.
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professional relationships, Barry obtained agreement
from BNM to access the peatlands. Around the same
time Dr Ann Lynch and Claire Foley (working with
what is now the Northern Ireland Environment
Agency) presented a joint submission to senior
management in the Office of Public Works (OPW)
highlighting the need for an all-island response to
the wealth of the archaeological resource in Irish
peatlands. Spurred on by the success of Barry’s
excavations and in cooperation with the National
Museum of Ireland, which had previously carried
out several important peatland excavations, the
OPW was persuaded that the threat to the
archaeological resource by peat extraction on an
industrial scale should be addressed in the form of a
survey and excavation unit, funded by the State. The
Irish Archaeological Wetland Unit (IAWU) was
formed, charged with documenting the material
surviving in the bogs before it disappeared forever. 

Twenty-two years later, tens of thousands of
hectares of peat surfaces have been walked and many
thousands of sites and artefacts have been identified,
including toghers, platforms, peatland structures,
post rows, fulachta fiadh, palisaded settlements such as
Clonfinlough and Ballintemple, bog butter, a coin
hoard, leather shoes, exquisitely carved wooden
vessels like the Pallasboy vessel, anthropomorphic
figures and even a bog body, the Tumbeagh body—
the first to be identified by an archaeologist.
Assiduous research by the highly qualified personnel
involved has greatly improved the level of recording
of archaeological remains and our knowledge of the
palaeoenvironmental context. By 2010 the first
round of survey of all BNM peatlands had been
completed. Peatland classifications had been
discussed, well considered and agreed. Thousands of
records of how our ancestors accessed and used the
resources of these wetlands, the remains of wooden
and gravel roadways traversing the peatlands and the
rare habitations situated in these treacherous mires

are logged, recorded and included in the database
of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland and
mapped on the National Monuments Service
website, www.archaeology.ie. The archaeological
record of the midlands has been changed utterly.
Though the IAWU was disbanded in 2005, the
fruits of its endeavour continue. The work of
survey and excavation is now carried out by
archaeological companies, many of whose wetland
archaeologists were trained with the IAWU or its
personnel.

What do I recall best? Yes, the sites and the
excitement of their discovery, the tactile appeal of
wood, the wonderful translucent red/orange gleam
of a finely worked yew roundwood emerging from
the peat in Cornafulla, the steep incline of the thin
plank surface of Garryduff, the bright glow of
creamy bog butter against the matt peat field
surface. Surveyors found many and various ways to
cross the deep, wide field drains in those less health-
and-safety-conscious times. There were those long
of limb who stretched elegantly and hopped across
with ease, and the wonderful, somewhat vertically

challenged, archaeologist who admitted that she
used her shovel to dig steps down into and back
out of the drains, never jumping at all! As for
myself, there was an imperfect ‘slam dunk’,
whereby my fear of not making the gap caused me
to propel myself at some speed but not a lot of
height across the drain, always pitching forward to
land unceremoniously flat on my face! 

But other things also come to mind—the
beauty of the early summer mornings, with the
steam rising from the brown peat fields into the
blue sky; the smell of wild garlic along narrow
green lanes to the bogs; the meditative rhythm of
walking along the edge of a drain; the
contemplative lull of scanning a field surface, then
looking into the adjacent drain, then repeating that
motion again and again; the lilac, cream and green
of heathers and bog cotton on the high bog, and
the lark’s song. Most of all, the companionship, the
fun, the games of football in the evening after
walking in peat all day, the benign and encouraging
stewardship of Barry, and great memories of valued
friends. S
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Above left: A togher at

Longfordpass North (TN042-070----),

Co. Tipperary.

Above right: An early medieval

house at Ballintemple (OF026-055----),

Co. Offaly.

Right: A ‘bog bodies’ reunion at the

opening of the Corlea Visitor Centre,

Co. Offaly, in 1994. Front row (L–R):

Edmond O’Donovan, Conor

McDermott, Margaret Keane, Nóra

Bermingham, Karl Magee, Ellen

O’Carroll and Patricia Lynch. Back row

(L–R): Barry O’Reilly, Joyce Hickey,

Conor McHale, Tim Coughlan and

Donncha Ó Dúlaing.
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The establishment of the Megalithic
Survey we owe to Ruaidhrí de Valera.
He was appointed to the Ordnance

Survey (OS)—the State mapping agency—in
1946 as Placenames Officer and was assigned
additional duties as Archaeology Officer in the
following year, though he did not formally take
up this post until 1948, having been seconded to
deal with work relating to the State’s claim to
proprietary ownership of Lough Foyle, a matter
still unresolved. Seán Ó Nualláin, then on the
staff of the OS as cartographer, as his father had
been, was transferred to assist him in what was
the new two-person Archaeological Branch. The
appointment of an archaeologist to the staff was
due to the efforts of the then head of the OS,
Colonel Niall MacNeill, and represented the
restoration of in-house archaeological expertise
which had been lost over a century before with
the closure of the now famous Topographical
Department (1830–42). In 1931 MacNeill had
taken steps to revive archaeological work at the
OS with the establishment of a field
memorandum system that required his staff to
make drawings and notes of archaeological
features they encountered in their map revision
duties. For MacNeill the new Archaeological
Branch would provide the archaeological
expertise for the memorandum project. What
MacNeill was attempting to carry out was a
survey of the State’s visible monuments. Matters
did not, however, turn out as he had hoped.

In April and May 1949, de Valera carried out
field reconnaissance in the Castlecomer area of
County Kilkenny to assess the possibility of
undertaking a complete archaeological survey of
the country on a county basis. He concluded that
additional staff and air photographs would be
required to make satisfactory progress. He then
suggested that a specialised survey of a single class
of monument be undertaken. In a long and
closely argued memorandum he outlined the
case for and against the selection of different

monument types before opting strongly for
megalithic tombs. His preferred option of
megalithic tombs coincided with his own area of
research: he had recently completed his Master’s
thesis on megalithic tombs in County Clare! In
October 1949 permission was obtained to
undertake a survey of megalithic tombs. Thus
began a detailed survey of Ireland’s megalithic
tombs, which in the 1960s was expanded to
include other megalithic monuments such as
stone circles, stone rows and boulder burials. The
Archaeological Branch did, of course, provide
archaeological advice in respect of the depiction
of antiquities, as they were called, on OS maps
but its main effort was devoted to the survey of
megalithic tombs. De Valera was no doubt
correct that the small, newly established
Archaeological Branch was not adequate for the
task of a general survey. The alternative pursued,

the Megalithic Survey, has been an archaeological
success in its contribution to both Irish and
European megalithic studies. This, however, was
not the vision that MacNeill had in mind for his
long-sought-after Archaeological Branch. He
said as much a decade later in the OS report for
1959–60: ‘it is just as wrong for us to be
concentrating on Post Town names as it is to be
devoting our archaeological attention exclusively
to megaliths (incidentally one of the categories
of field antiquities least likely to be obliterated
between successive Ordnance Survey field
revisions)’. 

Following the establishment of the
Megalithic Survey in 1949, work began
immediately with a visit to Achill Island in
October and November of that year to record
the megalithic tombs there, leading to
publication of the same the following year in the
Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland.
During the early years of the survey the two-
man team of de Valera and Ó Nualláin visited
many hundreds of tombs to clarify issues relating

EAMON CODY

The ‘Megalithic Survey’ and the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland

Above: Seán Ó Nualláin standing beside the five-

stone circle (CO105-004004-) and boulder burial

(CO105-004001-) at Mill Little, Co. Cork (1990).
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to classification and distribution, issues which
were addressed in de Valera’s classic paper on
court tombs in the Academy’s Proceedings for
1960 and in published volumes of the Survey of
the Megalithic Tombs of Ireland. 

Ruaidhrí de Valera left the OS in 1957 on
his appointment as Professor of Celtic
Archaeology at University College Dublin but
continued to collaborate with Seán Ó Nualláin
on the work of the Megalithic Survey until his
death in 1978. Seán ran the Archaeological
Branch with just one assistant until expansion of
the office in 1981, when Paul Walsh and I joined
as archaeologists. Seán remained in charge until
his retirement in 1991 but was not replaced.
Following Seán’s departure, Paul and I
continued the work of the Megalithic Survey in
the OS until 1999, when we were both
transferred to the National Monuments Service
as the OS divested itself of its professional
archaeological and placenames staff in advance
of its move from the civil service area of
government to its present status of State body.
With this move the Archaeological Branch of
the OS came to an end after 52 years (1947–99).
The work of the Megalithic Survey happily
continues. Five of its published volumes of the
Survey of the Megalithic Tombs of Ireland were
produced at the OS and the sixth after the
transfer to the National Monuments Service.
These volumes contain accounts with surveyed
plans of 707 megalithic tombs. In 2009 it was
decided to move the publication element of the
Megalithic Survey to an on-line platform and
incorporate it within the records of the

Archaeological Survey of Ireland on the
National Monuments Service website
(www.archaeology.ie). A project was initiated
to have the contents (descriptions, plans and
photos) from the six published volumes
scanned as individual PDF documents and
these are now available to view on the website.
In tandem with this, plans of a further almost
600 tombs and of a very substantial number of
other megalithic monuments, such as stone
circles and stone rows, have been drawn to
publication standard by Tom O’Sullivan and are
currently being made available on a phased
basis on the site.

During the years of their separate
existence, the two national surveys, the
Megalithic Survey and the ASI, the one
specialist and the other general, cooperated
closely. Following his appointment as Director
of the ASI in 1965, the late Peter Danaher met
with Seán Ó Nualláin a number of times to
discuss issues of interest and, at his own request,
the former spent a week in the field with the
Megalithic Survey. From that time the ASI and
the Megalithic Survey routinely shared
information of mutual interest. The
establishment of the SMR Office in 1982,
which led to the compilation of lists of all
known monuments in the State, provided the
opportunity to feed these archaeological data
into the OS. By happy coincidence, the OS
chose to prepare its new 1:50,000 Discovery
Series of maps as the SMR data were becoming
available. These were to be feature-rich maps
aimed at those favouring outdoor pursuits.

Thus began a programme, starting in 1989 and
running to 2000, which involved Paul and I
going through the various county SMR map sets
sheet by sheet (in all, just over 1,580 sheets) and
marking the monuments shown there onto sets
of six-inch sheets provided by OS cartographers,
who ensured the transfer of the information onto
the new mapping. Archaeological monuments
are shown on the Discovery Series in red; the
ubiquitous ringforts and enclosures of the Irish
landscape are depicted as small circles, battle sites
by the universally recognised crossed-swords
symbol, and other monument types by a small
dot with the name of the monument type
written alongside it. This work would not have
been possible without the cooperation and
diligence of the OS cartographic staff responsible
for the overall Discovery Series project. In
carrying out this project the aim was to show all
monuments where there were visible remains. I
like to think that Colonel MacNeill would have
approved and that this series in its depiction of
archaeological remains in some way fulfils his
vision for the treatment of archaeology on OS
maps. S

Left: Eamon Cody and Paul Walsh in 1992 at

the portal tomb at Brenanstown, Co. Dublin

(DU026-007----).

Below: Plan of a wedge tomb (LH021-021----)

at Paddock, Co. Louth.
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The first glimmer of the digital age
appeared in the heritage services, or the
National Monuments Branch in the

Office of Public Works, as it was then known, in
the early 1980s. Advanced computers at that time
boasted processors with 40Kb of RAM (that’s
right—kilobytes, not megabytes or gigabytes!).
Programming was carried out in a first-generation
language called BASIC and the programming
steps had to be extremely terse. Over-generosity
in the use of characters could leave you running
out of space before the program was completed.
Real progress was made with the acquisition of a
state-of-the-art PC, one of the first of its kind,
costing an enormous £6,000 and possessing
computing power which, although wonderful
back then, would be laughable in terms of today’s
mobile phones. 

The Archaeological Survey of Ireland at the
time had made the decision that monument
locations should be expressed in Irish Grid (IG)
coordinates. This posed a major problem in that
the available mapping was the Ordnance Survey
six-inch County Series map based on the Cassini
projection. This was county-specific and was
completely incompatible with the Irish Grid
coordinate system. Kevin O’Brien, who was the
surveyor with the Archaeological Survey at the
time, devised an ingenious system of acetate
overlays, which allowed each six-inch map sheet
within a county to be aligned with specific corner
angles drawn on the acetate sheet. This facilitated
the measurement of the IG coordinate values
from a grid also drawn on the overlay sheet. As
you can imagine, devising and setting out these
sheets to suit each county and inscribing the
hundreds of sheet corner angles was a major task
in itself, but fiddling the six-inch map sheets into
the correct position against a maze of sheet corner

markers and measuring monument sites using a
scale rule against the overlay grid was a labour of
mind-boggling tediousness, which was also
extremely slow and fraught with the possibility of
error. Computers came to the rescue.

An A0 digitising tablet was acquired and the
Ordnance Survey supplied a set of tables which
indicated the IG coordinate values for the corners
of all the six-inch map sheets. These values were
input to a database. A simple computer program
allowed the archaeologist to place a map sheet on
the digitising table, indicate to the software the
county and number of the sheet, and by clicking
on the lower two corners of the map sheet tell the
program the exact location of the sheet relative to
the digitising table. Armed with these data, the
program allowed the archaeologist to click on any
monument location on the map sheet and by
means of a mathematical transformation calculate

the precise IG coordinates for the monument and
store the values to the computerised database
record for that monument. This made monument
coordination automatic and fast and eliminated
much of the risk of error associated with manual
measurement. It also facilitated the generation and
printing of sites and monuments records directly
from the computer database.

From these very humble beginnings grew the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland that we know
today. In terms of technology the survey is now
based on powerful GIS databases and software
managing a large archive of mapping, imagery and
data, available to everyone via a sophisticated
website application. It is good to remember,
however, that this fine system originated in the
tiny acorn planted in the early 1980s. May the
Survey continue to prosper and see similar
exponential technological growth in the future. S

MUIRIS DE BUITLÉIR

GIS in the Archaeological Survey
of Ireland: the humble beginnings

Right: Gerry Walsh and Patricia Dunford digitising

monuments on the Ordnance Survey six-inch maps

to get the National Grid coordinates.
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Before the advent of GPS technology and
easily accessible aerial photography on our
personal computers, laptops and other

‘smart’ technologies, one of the most difficult tasks
that faced an archaeologist in surveying a
monument was getting to it. Once you arrived on
site (having crawled through thorny hedges, scaled
deep field ditches, crossed rivers or skirted around
field boundaries to avoid spirited livestock), and
assuming that the monument was not obscured by
dense overgrowth, the rest should be fairly
straightforward. In many cases, however, the most
challenging task still lay ahead: that of classifying
the monument.

Since the seventeenth century scholars have
been attempting to explain the origin and
function of ancient monuments. In order to
achieve this, it has been necessary to order the vast
amount of information or raw data available, in
this case the raw data being the monuments of the
Irish landscape. The resulting ordering or
classification of these monuments has been
fundamental to our understanding of the past.
Much ground-breaking work was carried out by
antiquarians in the nineteenth century. The
geologist and archaeologist George du Noyer
proposed that the ‘Pagan or early Christian
structures, earthen or stone, or both combined,

sepulchral or otherwise, preserved in Ireland’
could be divided into fourteen separate classes (du
Noyer 1864–6). Today the Archaeological Survey
of Ireland has over 130 different classes to describe
monuments in this same period. Interestingly,
while du Noyer did recognise predominant
monument types, including megalithic tombs,

barrows and ringforts, he also recognised
rectangular raths, presumably moated sites, which
then received little or no attention until over a
century later with Terry Barry’s work on the
medieval moated sites of south-east Ireland (Barry
1977).

Until the 1980s there was no formal list of
classifications of Irish field monuments. With the
adoption of computers the need to codify
classifications arose. This led to the setting up of a
committee under Joe McCabe, then head of the
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JEAN FARRELLY

What’s in a name? Some thoughts
on monument classification

Above: Is this a hut site (KE101-025001-)? Discussing hut

sites during a Survey field trip to Uragh, Gleninchaquin

valley, Co. Kerry, in 2000: (L–R) Jean Farrelly, Barry

O’Reilly, Geraldine Stout, Denis Power, Connie Murphy,

Gearóid Conroy (behind), Maeve O’Callaghan, Paddy

O’Donovan, Elizabeth Byrne, Ursula Egan, James Eogan,

Mary Tunney, Olive Alcock, Con Manning, Eamon Cody,

Alison McQueen, Mairéad Weaver and Celine Walsh.

Left: Survey members discussing the classification of an

unusual barrow at Bredagh, Co. Roscommon (RO047-

058017-), in 1998.
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Archaeological Survey of Ireland, which included
Victor Buckley (ASI), Mick Monk (UCC), Denis
Power (Archaeological Survey UCC) and Paul
Gosling (Archaeological Survey UCG). After
much passionate discussion, a list of 120 main
classes or primary terms was compiled, many of
these having a number of secondary terms. Under
‘ringfort’, for example, there were eleven
subclasses, largely based on the number and
spacing of the vallations (banks and fosses)
enclosing the monument; under ‘barrow’ there
were eighteen subclasses, based on barrow types
recognised in both Ireland and Britain.

Following the establishment of the Sites and
Monuments Record (SMR) Office in 1985, the
directors, Michael Gibbons and Geraldine Stout,
revised and expanded this list, adopting many of
the classes used by the Royal Commission on the

Historical Monuments of England (since 1999
merged with English Heritage). This brought the
number of classes up to 639. Descriptive
secondary terms tended to be dropped and other
secondary terms became classes in their own right.

For example, in the case of the primary term
‘castle’, many of the secondary terms such as
‘ringwork’, ‘motte’ and ‘tower-house’ became
main classes.

Following fieldwork and the publication of
archaeological inventories additional classes were
added, so that by 2004 there were 855 class terms
available in the Archaeological Survey of Ireland
database. In 2006 the ASI undertook a major
review of the classes in preparation for
dissemination of the data on the internet and to
allow for retrieval and analysis of the data in a
consistent manner. Some of the classes that
featured on the list were not represented in
Ireland, others were duplicated (e.g. ‘ring-barrow’
and ‘saucer-barrow’), while others had been
misapplied or over-used, such as the all-
encompassing ‘miscellaneous’ class. This latter class
term was removed and the monuments were
reclassified more appropriately. As a consequence
the list was reduced to 460 classes, with 26
subclasses, the latter allowing for a time period to
be attached to a classification. The review process
also involved the writing of an explanatory or
scope note to accompany each class so as to avoid
the recurrence of previous problems and to
enhance the overall management of the data. 

Right: On a hut site (MA084-005002-) within a

promontory fort (MA084-005001-) on Clare Island in

2009: (L–R) Olive Alcock, Denis Power, Geraldine Stout

and Matt Kelleher.

Below right: Where is the monument?? We’re on it! On

the bank of a very large hilltop enclosure (MA022-077----)

in Ballybroony during a Survey field trip to County Mayo

in 1998: (L–R) Matt Kelleher, Hugh Carey, Michael Moore,

Denis Power, Ursula Egan, Mark Keegan, Barry O’Reilly,

Jane O’Shaughnessy, Gearóid Conroy, Christiaan Corlett,

Suzanne Hedlund, Celine Walsh, Kieran O’Conor, David

Sweetman and Caimin O’Brien; (front) Elizabeth Byrne

and Leo Moran.

Below: Another hut site—maybe not? A possible hut site

(TS091-009011-) in Middlequarter discussed on the

Survey field trip to the Knockmealdown Mountains, Co.

Tipperary, in 2007: (L–R) Michael Moore, Claudia Kemna,

Olive Alcock, Gearóid Conroy, Matt Kelleher, Claire Breen

and Paul Walsh.
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When it came to classifying specific
monuments, the SMR (being a paper survey)
assigned classes based primarily on their
cartographic representation on the Ordnance
Survey maps. This explains why so many
monuments in the SMR lists are assigned to broad
generic classes; for example, castles were listed as
‘castle—unclassified’ until fieldwork established a
more refined classification such as ‘hall-house’,
‘tower-house’ or ‘fortified house’. In the same way,
the vast majority of earthen features depicted with
hachures, denoting an enclosing bank and/or fosse,
were classified as ‘enclosure’, and following field
inspection these could be reclassified as anything
from ‘barrow’ to ‘ringfort’ or ‘ringwork’, though
ringforts tend to dominate. 

To facilitate users of the database, it was
decided to reinstate a covering classification for
some monument types where classes could be
further refined. For instance, all castles are now
listed under the prefix ‘castle’, and the same is the
case for barrows, cairns, crosses, houses, kilns,
megalithic tombs, mills, mines, religious houses,

roads, stone circles, stone sculptures, tombs,
designed landscape features, watermills and weirs.

There is still much scope for refining
monument classifications. Some monuments
possess a morphology that cannot be readily fitted
into an existing class and can end up being
shoehorned into restrictive or generic classes.
Specific work on barrows, for example, has led to
the adoption of two new barrow classes, an
embanked barrow and a stepped barrow (Farrelly
and Keane 2002). Monuments in these classes had
previously been classified as ‘enclosure’ or as
‘barrow—unclassified’. In the case of the
‘enclosure’ there are over 17,000 examples on the
Survey database, the reassessment of which would
surely pay dividends as a research project. Even the
ubiquitous ringfort, with its fairly straightforward
morphology, presents challenges. In some counties
there is a marked difference between univallate or
bivallate ringforts with unremarkable banks and
fosses and those where the banks and fosses are
extraordinarily massive. Does this represent a
different manifestation of the same classification,
or could it represent a different monument type,
such as a ringwork? In a recent publication there
has even been the suggestion that the term
‘ringfort’ be abandoned altogether (FitzPatrick
2009). 

There are currently in excess of 150,000
records on the Survey database, of which c. 12,000
relate to features or ‘things’ (including duplicate
records) that are not monuments: these are
classified as ‘Redundant record’. In total there are
just over 138,000 monument records, and it is of
interest that 84% of these are accounted for by just
50 classes, outlined below.
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Ringfort—rath 23,617
Enclosure 17,037
Fulacht fiadh 6,540
Church 4,891
Souterrain 4,678
Hut site 4,427
Standing stone 3,780
Graveyard 3,250
Ringfort—cashel 3,183
Ritual site—holy well 2,981
Ringfort—unclassified 2,517
Castle—unclassified 2,476
Earthwork 2,356
Barrow—ring-barrow 1,849
Cross-slab 1,716
House—indeterminate date 1,533
Burial ground 1,459
Children’s burial ground 1,398
Cairn—unclassified 1,313
Castle—tower-house 1,308
Crannog 1,264
Mound 1,261
Moated site 1,136
Field system 1,111
House—17th-century 1,108
Graveslab 1,035
Road—class 3 togher 977
Burnt mound 929
Bullaun stone 925
Excavation—miscellaneous 841
Field boundary 760
Burial 746
Ecclesiastical enclosure 714
Cist 709
Ring-ditch 701
House—16th/17th-century 691
Building 672
Cross 662
Bridge 643
House—18th/19th-century 628
Barrow—unclassified 605
Country house 587
Architectural fragment 582
Bawn 577
Quarry 571
Kiln—lime 543
Mill—unclassified 543
Rock art 517
Megalithic tomb—wedge tomb 516
Road—road/trackway 502

Top: An embanked barrow (CO127-036----)

at Knockroe West, Co. Cork.

Above: A stepped barrow (SL038-012001-)

at Kilturra, Co. Sligo.
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It is worth remembering that field
identification, by its nature, is relatively subjective,
identification being dependent on the fieldworker’s
experience and academic biases, as well as being
informed by the current state of knowledge of the
wider archaeological community. One has only to
consider the various name forms used for what we
now call ‘court tombs’, from the ‘Giant’s Graves’ of
the nineteenth century through the ‘lobster-clawed
cairns’, ‘horned cairns’ and ‘court cairns’ of the
twentieth century: the monument hasn’t changed,
only the name. And it is important that the long-
held views regarding certain classes of monument

are challenged and debated. As one archaeologist
wryly noted: ‘What is the collective noun for a
group of archaeologists? Answer: a disagreement!’
Classifications, and our understanding of what
they mean and how they are used, are not set in
stone. They are simply a guide, a signpost to the
past that assists us in developing a fuller awareness
of a monument’s story and its place in the wider
landscape. We must continue to question our
assumptions and preconceived notions in order to
reach a greater understanding and appreciation of
the wonderful archaeological heritage of this
country. What’s in a name? Everything! S
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Left: Having a discussion on barrows on the Survey

field trip to County Sligo in 2002: (L–R) Caimin O’Brien,

Mark Keegan (front), Paul Walsh, Margaret Keane,

Gearóid Conroy, Denis Power, Olive Alcock, Elizabeth

Byrne, Ursula Egan, Matt Kelleher and Mary Tunney.

Below: Con Manning leading a discussion on the

church (LI056-002008-) at Ardpatrick, Co. Limerick,

during a Survey field trip in 1999: (L–R) Mark Keegan,

Matt Kelleher; (front) Elizabeth Byrne, Ursula Egan,

Mary Sleeman and Geraldine Stout; (back) James

Eogan, Barry Masterson, Maeve O’Callaghan,

Christiaan Corlett, Denis Power, Con Manning,

Christine Grant, Eamon Cotter and Alison McQueen.
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Ifirst started photographing monuments for the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland in the mid-
1980s. My brief was, and still is, to produce

high-quality photographs of a representative
selection of each monument type for publication
in the county inventory series. This work is
undertaken coming up to publication time, when
all the donkey work (sorry, detailed archaeological
survey work) has been completed by the
archaeologist assigned to the project. 

I enjoy inventory jobs but they can be
physically and mentally difficult. The physical
difficulty arises from the fact that most monuments
are located some distance from the road and often
through hostile terrain, so cameras, tripod, lighting
equipment and sometimes a ladder have to be
carried to the site. 

In the pre-digital years, equipment was
bulkier and heavier and I had to carry two sets
of cameras and lenses, as both black-and-white
and colour photographs were required. Things
are a little easier since we ‘went digital’, as now
I only need to carry one camera and set of
lenses. Of course, the advantage of the lighter

camera bag has been largely cancelled out by my
advancing years and weaker right shoulder! 

Archaeological Survey of Ireland—50 years

CON BROGAN

The National Monuments
Service Photographic Unit

Above: The chamber within the northern passage tomb

(ME020-017----) at Dowth, Co. Meath.

Left: The North Cross (KD040-002004-) at Castledermot,

Co. Kildare.
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One mentally difficult part of the work is
second-guessing the weather. For a week before
a trip is planned I watch the weather trends, and
often the evening before departure I find myself
hanging on every word Evelyn Cusack at Met
Éireann says, trying to decide whether or not to
go. I then may ring the Met Office in Shannon
and interrogate them before deciding. Of course,
it can still all go horribly wrong when the
weather turns bad despite getting a cast-iron
forecast. 

Another (occasionally) challenging aspect of
the job is working with archaeologists. Now for
obvious reasons I’m not going to name names,
but you’ll probably recognise yourselves. These
examples will illustrate what I mean: ‘Con, the
next site is an excellent example of a disc-
barrow’. So over the gate and across to the field
we go. Right, there it is, I’m told. Unfortunately
I can’t see a thing because the barrow is buried
beneath the long grass! The moral is: if you can’t
see it, you can’t photograph it! Another
challenging colleague is the person who chooses
only monuments a long way from the road and
gives me the distance to the site in Croke Park
lengths! All very well, but no allowance was made

Above: A stone pair (KE109-014009-) at

Clogherane, Co. Kerry.

Right: A thirteenth-century castle (TS087-027----)

at Castlegrace, Co. Tipperary.

for the high hills and deep valleys on the way to
the site. So two Croke Park lengths could
actually be three kilometres away! Then there is
the fast-walking archaeologist who charges
across the field, leaving little old me dragging
the gear behind. The solution here is to weigh
the person down with the heaviest bags—that
levels the playing field slightly. Then there is the
invisible monument which, after a long hike
usually across bog, through bushes and barbed
wire fences, is gone, having been levelled!  

In recent years, with photographs of larger
numbers of monuments being included in the
inventories (and the onset of my advancing
years), I have introduced a new category of
monument that I call ‘drive-by monuments’, i.e.
sites near the road. These are my favourite
monument type—apart from being easier on the
body, they dramatically increase productivity.

I always leave the aerial photography until
the ground work is completed, as only then do
we know which monuments are ‘aerial sites’.
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Obvious candidates for aerial photography are
the larger earthworks and monuments on high
ground. But castles with bawns and urban sites
can also look much better from the air. Usually
the archaeologist gives me a list of the aerial sites
dotted on a map of the county together with
GPS coordinates for each. I rearrange the sites in
the most efficient flight plan around the county
and carefully programme site locations into the
GPS. I then navigate the pilot from site to site. 

Of course, with aerial photography good
weather is an absolute must: aircraft hire is
expensive, so clear skies and good visibility are
essential. Three elements must synchronise for
the work to be successful: good weather, a
suitable aircraft and a good pilot. Getting all three
to come together at the same time can be
difficult. But when all elements do come
together it is the most satisfying part of the work.
Flying over a deserted medieval settlement in
low evening light from a cloudless sky does
produce magical photographs. It makes all the
preparation worthwhile and it can all be done
from a seated position!

A major spin-off of Survey work for the
Photographic Unit is that it dramatically
increases our archive of images of different
monument types, many of which would
otherwise not be photographed. In addition,
large numbers of monuments get photographed
from the air which, owing to budget restrictions,
would never otherwise be recorded
professionally. Of course, this only applies to
counties where inventories have been published
or are being prepared for publication. Many of
these images are now available on the National
Monuments Service website, which will
generate an increased demand for quality
photography. 

The current period of retrenchment,
necessitated by the demands of the economic
crisis that has affected the country, has entailed
unavoidable impacts for us in both staffing and
budgetary terms. In this context, we can only
hope that the National Monuments Service
Photographic Unit will be in a position to
continue to support this work. There are so many
monuments yet to be photographed, and in the
context of the Archaeological Survey of Ireland
we should never forget the old adage: a picture
does paint a thousand words! S
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Left, from top: A thirteenth-century castle (GA084-

001006-) at Athenry, Co. Galway.

A thirteenth-century castle (LI021-032003-) at Adare,

Co. Limerick.

Charles Fort—a seventeenth-century star-shaped fort

(CO125-007----) at Kinsale, Co. Cork.
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National Monuments Service
Photographic Unit
The Photographic Unit was established in 1955
to provide an in-house photographic service to
the National Monuments Service. The original
photographer was Jim Bambury. John Scarry
worked as the unit’s darkroom technician
from 1972 until 2005. Con Brogan was
recruited as second photographer in 1973.
After Jim Bambury’s retirement in 1987, Con
was promoted to Senior Photographer and
continues in that role to the present day. Tony
Roche joined the unit in 1989, followed by
Patricia Keenan in 2001. 

The Photographic Unit archive contains
approximately 500,000 images on all film
formats, prints and digital files, the earliest
dating from 1870. Both the film and the slide
collections are part of an ongoing scanning
process with the intention of producing high-
resolution digital masters of the complete
archive. In 2005 the unit transferred to a full
digital workflow system, and approximately
15,000 new photographs are added to the
collection annually. 

Clockwise from top left: The photographic archive.

Tony Roche of the Photographic Section scanning images for the archive.

A stone row (CO142-073----) at Garranes, Co. Cork; image from the photographic archive.

The round tower (WI023-008002-) at Glendalough, Co. Wicklow; image from the photographic archive.

An ogham stone (MA015-018001-) at Breastagh, Co. Mayo; image from the photographic archive.

The South Cross or Cross of Muiredach (LH021-062009-) at Monasterboice, Co. Louth; image from the

photographic archive.
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Many years ago the value of aerial
photography was often explained by the
story of the cat’s view of the living-room

carpet. At ground level the cat would not be able to
see the carpet’s pattern, but an elevated vantage point
would reveal the design clearly to the feline observer.
Similarly, the view from an aerial platform high
above the landscape would reveal to the interested
observer the irregular pattern and arrangement of
things.

It could be said that from an archaeological point
of view the fascination of the Irish landscape lies not
only in what we can see but also in what is concealed
from us. One of the methods that draws back that
curtain of concealment is aerial photography. For the
archaeologist, the potential of aerial photography is
clear. It has many applications in all forms of research
that involve an understanding of the development of
the landscape, lending itself readily as a medium for
illustration, mapping and discovery—and, at times, as
a vital tool in site conservation.

When looking at an aerial photograph, the
viewer is immediately stimulated to analyse what he
can see. Roads, streams, fields and buildings challenge
him to relate the features of the image to how things
are laid out on the ground. When it comes to
archaeological features, aerial photographs may hold
special qualities that sharpen our appreciation of
archaeological sites. The angle of sunlight may
illuminate low earthworks, highlighting their layout
and extent. Given the rate of development in the
Irish landscape, a picture taken some decades ago
may record the presence of features that are no
longer extant. Monuments that appear as cropmarks
and soilmarks make the most exciting contribution
to archaeological research. Such sites are known as
‘transient features’, as their appearance can be short-
lived. They appear temporarily through agricultural
practice and are typically discovered at times of
drought, when crop growth is stressed by soil
moisture deficit. More often than not, such sites have
not previously been recorded and are invisible at
ground level. Often the aerial photograph is the only
source of evidence for cropmark sites and
complexes.
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TOM CONDIT

Cats, carpets and the
archaeological landscape

Above: Carrickmore, near Boyle, Co. Roscommon (Ordnance

Survey). Here the aerial photograph records an extensive

palimpsest of archaeological remains (RO006-086003-) laid

out on the limestone terraces of an area of unimproved

rocky terrain. Clearly visible are a series of cashels, hut sites

and enclosures surrounded by field walls most likely dating

from the prehistoric to the Early Christian period. 

Right: Tara, Co. Meath (Army Air Corps). Not long after Irish

independence the Army Air Corps was engaged in taking

aerial photographs of archaeological ‘targets’. At least two

sets of photographs were taken of the Hill of Tara in 1923

and 1924. In this extract from a set of prints held by the

Royal Society of Antiquaries of Ireland the jumbled remains

of the Rath of the Synods (ME031-033074-), adjacent to St

Patrick’s Church and graveyard, can be seen, only twenty

years or so after the British Israelites had conducted their

unscientific and destructive search for the Ark of the

Covenant.

Right: Clashwilliam, Co. Kilkenny (CUCAP): a circular pattern

of cropmarks, c. 50m in diameter, in a tillage field 3.7km

south-west of Gowran. The evidence of the differential crop

growth indicates that the enclosure (KK024-024----) is

defined by an outer bank and an internal ditch. A possible

entrance causeway through the bank and across the ditch

can be seen along the eastern perimeter of the enclosure.

The large size of this enclosure suggests that the site is best

classified as a henge monument.
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SOURCES
There are two types of aerial photographs
currently used by archaeologists—oblique and
vertical. Oblique aerial photographs are taken
from a small aircraft and the archaeologist selects
the targets. The images are usually taken at an
angle to the ground while the aircraft circles the
site to maximise the angle of sunlight and
contrast. The best-known collection of oblique
aerial photographs are those from the surveys
carried out in Ireland by Professor Keith St
Joseph and the Cambridge University
Committee for Aerial Photography in the 1960s
and early 1970s: these recorded numerous
cropmark and soilmark sites, together with high-
quality images of well-known monuments. Other
‘flying archaeologists’, such as Daphne Pochin
Mould, D. Leo Swan, Markus Casey and Gillian
Barrett, have carried out repeated aerial
photographic sorties, building up valuable
collections of archaeological information. Aerial
archaeologist Michael Moore of the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland has added a
significant corpus of new information with the
detection of numerous cropmark and soilmark
sites from repeated flying sorties over counties
Wexford, Waterford and Kilkenny. The National
Monuments Service’s own photographer, Con
Brogan, has also carried out specialist aerial
photographic expeditions to capture high-quality
images for illustrative and conservation purposes.

Vertical photography is of a technical nature
and differs from oblique photography in that the
entire landscape beneath the camera is recorded.
Such coverage has been provided over the years
by the Army Air Corps, Ordnance Survey Ireland
and the Geological Survey of Ireland. While for
the most part not commissioned for
archaeological purposes, collections of vertical
aerial photographs are an important resource for
monitoring landscape change and for identifying
previously unmapped archaeological sites.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY
From the earliest days of the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland there was an appreciation of the
value of aerial photography in creating the
archaeological record. The Sites and Monuments
Record abounds in monuments that have been
recorded from the air. Indeed, aerial images are
the only source of information for the existence
of some sites, and can be more exciting and
informative than a bald narrative description. In
the mid-1980s and early 1990s, extracting
information from vertical coverages (including
the Army Air Corps and the Geological Survey
collections) maximised visual access to the
landscape and gave rise to the discovery of many
important monuments. 

Above from top: Carnbane West, Co. Meath (Con Brogan,

DAHG). The illustrative potential of aerial photographs can

be clearly appreciated in this image, which shows the layout

of the passage tomb cemetery (ME015-003----) on the

summit of Carnbane West at Loughcrew, viewed from the

north-east. The image also shows the extent of lazy-bed

cultivation that took place between the passage tomb cairns.

Maeve’s Cairn, Knocknarea, Co. Sligo (Con Brogan, DAHG).

The majesty of the massive, flat-topped hilltop cairn (SL014-

076003-) on the summit of Knocknarea can be appreciated

in this image. Colourfully named Miosgan Méabha after the

legendary queen of Connacht, the cairn is c. 55m in

diameter and stands c. 10m high. The photograph indicates,

however, the significant conservation issues that arise in the

management of National Monuments. The cairn suffers from

both natural erosion and impacts from visitors. Highlighted in

the photograph is the practice of the construction of graffiti

with stones from the cairn and its environs. Since the 1990s

this practice has been largely eradicated.

Rathlogan, Co. Kilkenny (T. Condit/E. O’Donoghue). This

photograph captures part of a large fragment of ancient

landscape in north Kilkenny. Located in an ‘oasis’ of

unimproved farmland, 4.5km north-east of the village of

Johnstown, this complex of earthworks (KK008-06001-)

presents a remarkable sight at ground level and from the air.

Classified as a ringfort, c. 120m in diameter, the dominant

feature is a large multivallate enclosure carved into the slopes

of the small stream valley below. Nearby are the remains of a

curvilinear field system, while fulachta fiadh are located close

to the stream itself.

Below from top: Ardcarney, near Ennis, Co. Clare (T.

Condit/E. O’Donoghue). Located in the more verdant

landscapes of south Clare, c. 3.5km north of Ennis, this site

comprises an elliptically shaped ringfort (CL025-0155----)

close to the summit of a small hill overlooking Lough

Keelaun below a steep-sided valley. The ringfort (c. 56m E–W

x c. 42m N–S) appears to be superimposed on an earlier

circular hilltop enclosure, c. 95m in diameter.

Oldtown (Shillogher Barony), Co. Kilkenny (Michael Moore):

cropmarks in a tillage field, c. 6km south-east of Kilkenny

city, showing two cropmark enclosures (KK023-136---- and

KK023-137----) with contrasting morphologies. At the

bottom right of the field is a circular enclosure, c. 35m in

diameter, while a curvilinear enclosure of similar dimensions

with a small ring-ditch in its interior can be seen at the top

left. Both enclosures have entrances to the east. Remnants of

a field system can be seen in the area between the two

enclosures.

Templeshanbo, Bola Beg, Co. Wexford (Michael Moore). Early

church sites are often enclosed by large circular enclosures. In

this example, c. 7km south of Bunclody, Co. Wexford,

Templeshanbo (WX011-014----) at Bola Beg was associated

by nineteenth-century scholar John O’Donovan with a

monastic foundation established by St Colman in the seventh

century. The present church is a Church of Ireland building

located within an oval-shaped cemetery wall. The aerial

photograph highlights the existence of a double enclosure (c.

200m in diameter), visible as twin cropmark ditches

surrounding the site. A bullaun stone is now within the

church building and there is a holy well nearby.
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Sadly, many of the features that could be
clearly seen on photographs of an earlier date had
been removed, levelled mostly through
‘agricultural improvement’ works. By contrast,
new discoveries would brighten up the
archaeologist’s day. Among the more exciting
revelations were hillforts too large to be
identified on the ground, henges, barrow
cemeteries and expanses of ancient field systems.
The job of extracting the information was made
somewhat easier by the use of a stereoscope with
a camera attachment that allowed the extract
from the original image to be photographed and
associated with the site file. With the availability
of aerial coverages in digital format, the job of
extracting locations of interest has become much
easier, in that individual sites identified can be
compared to the Ordnance Survey maps, located
and entered into the Sites and Monuments
Record, and can be stored or shared with relative
ease. 

TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES
In these modern times computerised technology
rarely stands still. In recent years there have been
significant advancements in the availability and
delivery of aerial photographic images to your
desktop computer, and even to your mobile
phone or tablet. This information is available to
the expert and interested layperson alike.

Google Earth ranks among one of the most
stunning achievements of the digital era, with the
entire globe of the Earth being recorded to various
degrees by satellite imagery and aerial
photographs. Interestingly, Google have added a
‘history’ feature whereby the viewer can see
multiple coverages of the same area, where
imagery is available. The Google ‘Street View’
feature provides a ground-level 360-degree
panoramic image, allowing the viewer to visualise
and navigate various routes through the landscape.
Depending on the timing of the imagery, Google
Earth can show clearly the pattern and extent of
earthworks, as well as capturing cropmarks and
soilmarks. The Google display also provides

coordinates in longitude and latitude for accuracy
in locating identified sites.

Microsoft’s version of Google Maps is Bing
Maps. Apart from basic mapping information,
Bing contains different aerial photographic
vertical coverages, including ‘bird’s-eye’ angled
views, which sometimes provide a greater
resolution than Google. The coverages are updated
and expanded as time goes on. Ancillary functions
include directional assistance, marking facilities
and street-level views for certain cities. A survey of
the Bing aerial coverage for north County Dublin
and adjacent portions of County Meath has led to
the identification of a significant number of
previously unknown monuments in the rich
arable lands that characterise the region. This
coverage was taken at a particularly sensitive time
when cropmarks were formed, providing high-
contrast patterns in fields planted with cereal
crops. As a result, around 150 new sites have been
identified to date and are currently being added to
the Sites and Monuments Record. Furthermore, it
has been recognised that this area is one where
development continues to expand into the rural
hinterland, and it is hoped that the additional
information will help to inform future planning
and development strategies. 

There is no doubt that a bright future lies
ahead for aerial archaeology, with other advances,
such as airborne LiDAR (Light Detection and
Ranging), a combination of laser and radar
technology, being used to ‘see’ the ground surface
through vegetation, and even calibrated to use
ultraviolet and infrared light to record targets. The
archaeological landscape, like the household
carpet, is something that does not remain static. It
too suffers from the wear and tear of natural and
man-made impacts. The elevated view and the
record provided by aerial photographs can
stimulate the archaeologist’s curiosity, improving
our knowledge of what happened in the past.
Archaeologists who make discoveries from aerial
photography often display a smile of contentment
worthy of any cat that got the cream! S

Right: Salmon, Co. Dublin (Bing

Maps). The complexity of some

cropmarks indicates sophisticated

morphologies that are rarely found in

upstanding monuments. Here in

Salmon townland, c. 1.2km south of

Balrothery, Co. Dublin, a central

enclosure (DU005-080----) (c. 25m

E–W) can be seen to be surrounded by

a series of outer enclosing features,

with other fields (DU005-081----)

adjoining the outer boundaries. Some

excavated examples would indicate

that such sites are likely to date from

the Early Christian period.

Above: Phoenix Park, Dublin. This image from Google Earth provides an interesting and rare insight into the historic

landscape contained within the perimeter wall of the Phoenix Park (DU018-007001-) in Dublin, not far from the city

centre. It shows the little-known remains of practice trenches dug by the British Army for training troops in advance of

their deployment to the Western Front. The trenches are located c. 700m north of the Magazine Fort, close to

Chesterfield Avenue. Such trenches would be up to 3.7m deep, with the stepped pattern restricting views and field of

fire along their length. The trenches could be laid out in banks of three, with the forward trench being used for firing,

the second used for rapid communication and the third to hold reserve troops in the event of an attack. More extensive

systems survive on the Curragh plains in County Kildare.
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FLYING HIGH
It is 12 July 1989. A ridge of high pressure sits over
Ireland, with bright sunny weather. Rainfall is only
18% and 12% of normal values in eastern counties,
and there are high soil moisture deficits. A drought
year: ideal conditions for aerial survey! With some
trepidation I set off from Iona Airways at Dublin
Airport in a four-seater Cessna with pilot Michael
Roche on my first attempt at archaeological aerial
survey. Scanning the countryside from the air, a
multiplicity of archaeological and historical features
can be readily observed, forming a complex, multi-
layered landscape. Less obvious traces of the past
soon appear—low-level earthworks, barely
detectable at ground level, and subtle variations in
the colour and height of crops, mirroring a
subsurface archaeology long ago erased by the
plough. Opening the window to take the first
photograph, encountering the rush of air that sent
maps flying, then leaning out to record my first
archaeological discovery was a thrill to be repeated
many times over the next ten years of survey. 

FILLING IN THE SPACES
My interest in aerial survey emerged from a
fascination with the distributional characteristics of
field monuments in Ireland, particularly the
evaluation of apparent ‘blank areas’ on distribution
maps. Could these ‘empty’ spaces be infilled? The
potential of aerial survey in Ireland had been
demonstrated in the 1960s and 1970s by Professor
St Joseph from the Cambridge University
Committee for Aerial Photography (CUCAP). To
what extent could a renewed programme of air
survey transform distributional patterns and
anomalies?

FLIGHTS OF DISCOVERY
Grant support from the Leverhulme Trust and the
British Academy facilitated an annual programme
of aerial survey between 1989 and 2000, conducted
mainly in July and August during the main
cropmark season. The appearance of cropmarks is
highly dependent on weather, soil conditions and

land use. My aim was to undertake a systematic
programme of air survey with repeated flights over
specific geographical areas, gradually generating a
cumulative pattern of archaeological discovery.

THE BARRETT AERIAL
PHOTOGRAPH ARCHIVE (BAPA)
Over the ten-year period my research generated an
archive of oblique aerial photographs comprising c.
8,600 colour slides and several hundred black-and-
white photographs. While specialising in the
recording of earthwork and cropmark sequences,
the archive also includes a representative sample of
archaeological and historical monuments, villages,
towns and landscape panoramas throughout the
Republic of Ireland. In 1993 preliminary results
were presented in Dublin at an exhibition entitled
‘Disappearing Landscapes: Archaeology and
Landscape: An Aerial View’, a display which was

subsequently shown at ten further Irish and
European venues. The spatial impact of aerial survey
was also demonstrated in landscape transects
bordering the River Barrow, where aerial discoveries
increased the number of recorded monuments by
71% and 74% (Barrett 2002; 2006; 2008). 

My enthusiasm for aerial survey was soon
tempered, however, by the realisation that locating
and analysing the new discoveries was problematical.
Using paper copies of Ordnance Survey six-inch
maps was difficult, and the geographical spread of
the photographs—from Louth and Mayo in the
north down to Kerry and Wexford in the south—
hampered progress. Cataloguing and interpretation
of the archive ground to a halt. 

GILLIAN BARRETT

Making sense of an aerial archive

Left: Stormanstown, Co. Louth, May 1991. Late afternoon

sunshine highlights a complex network of small-scale

earthworks delineating a deserted medieval settlement

(LH013-031----) in a classic location between church

(LH013-028001-) and motte (LH013-024001-). 

Below: Kilkea Upper, Co. Kildare (KD037-038001-, KD037-

038002- and KD037-038003-), July 1995. A small

percentage of cropmarks were repeats of sites first recorded

by CUCAP. In dry conditions the cropmark image often

reflects the subsurface archaeology with great clarity. 
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COLLABORATION WITH THE
NATIONAL MONUMENTS
SERVICE (NMS)
Fortunately, advances in digital technology
came to the rescue. In 2007 the NMS
established a public website providing a
searchable database (www.archaeology.ie), with
distribution maps of all known archaeological
monuments, site descriptions and an all-
important aerial photographic underlay. With
the support of the Archaeological Survey of
Ireland, I began a collaborative five-phase
project enabling the gradual integration of all
new archaeological monuments identified
during my ten years of aerial survey into their
database, a task completed in 2012. The website
provided all the tools required for the project.
I was able to recreate each flight path, locate
each photographic image, identify new
discoveries and calculate accurate grid
references.

RESULTS 
A total of 6,400 aerial photographs were
analysed and 892 ‘new’ archaeological
monuments were identified, spread over fifteen
counties. A photograph and report were

provided for each new monument, including
classification, description of morphology,
condition of the monument and any risks of
future development. High concentrations of
new monuments were recorded in counties
Laois, Kildare, Carlow and Kilkenny, reflecting
the rich archaeology that lies ‘hidden’ beneath
the fertile arable landscapes bordering the river
systems of the Barrow and Nore. Significant
cropmark groupings were also recorded
overlooking the River Boyne in County Meath,
as well as in County Louth. The spatial impact
was dramatic, with six to seven new monuments
within a single townland being not uncommon.
Some Ordnance Survey six-inch maps
exhibited very high concentrations of
discoveries.

The new monuments range from single
ring-ditches, revealing prehistoric burial places,
through to complex landscapes. A wide diversity
of cropmark enclosures was particularly evident,
with contrasting morphological types often
located in close proximity. Many cropmark
sequences remain enigmatic in terms of
function and dating and often lack obvious
counterparts among known ‘upstanding’ site
types.

FUTURE PLANS
The aerial project remains a work in progress.
Compiling a full catalogue for the entire aerial
archive is an ongoing but lengthy task, and
approximately 2,000 photographs for the west of
Ireland still require evaluation. Hopefully, access to
the full archive could be provided at the county
level, possibly through collaboration with local
societies, libraries and museums. The long-term
conservation of aerial archives such as this also
needs to be addressed. 

Additional programmes of air survey would
no doubt continue to reveal new data, generating
a fuller, more balanced archaeological record. The
evaluation and synthesis of new discoveries
provide both opportunities and challenges, from
the geophysical prospection of individual
cropmark sites through to interdisciplinary
landscape projects. A rich and complex landscape
lies beneath our feet; take a look at the NMS
website and see if there is anything near you! S
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Archaeological discoveries by
county
Kildare 195
Carlow 186
Kilkenny 171
Louth 92
Laois 83
Meath 59
Dublin 31
Tipperary 29
Wexford 24
Waterford (5), Galway (4), Roscommon (3),
Westmeath (3), Cork (3), Cavan (1)
Total aerial discoveries: 892

Classification
Enclosures: 516
Ring-ditches: 229
Field systems: 60
Moated sites: 12
Ecclesiastical enclosures: 8; Other: 67

Highest densities by 
Ordnance Survey 1:10,560 sheet
Kildare 35 (53)
Carlow 12 (53)
Kildare 37 (46)
Kilkenny 10 (42)
Carlow 07 (34)

Left: Kirwan’s Inch, Co. Kilkenny, July

1989. Overlapping enclosures (KK014-

134---- and KK014-135----) bordering

the Dineen River, a tributary of the

River Nore. 

Top right: Castlereban South, Co.

Kildare (KD034-018----, KD034-019----

and KD034-020----), July 1989.

Cropmark groups often exhibit

morphological variety. 

Right: Loughteeog, Co. Laois, July

1990. A planned landscape

incorporating two rectilinear enclosures (LA019-071----

and LA019-074----), comparable to medieval moated

homesteads, set within contemporaneous field systems

(LA019-073----). 
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Access to information is at the core of
almost all our daily lives. Back in 1965,
when Joe McCabe, Helen Lanigan Wood

and Peter Danaher first began surveying
monuments in Louth, the resources for the
dissemination of the information gathered were
limited and expensive. While the aims of the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland have remained
largely the same over the last 50 years, advances in
technologies have meant that the means of
distribution and the audiences that can be targeted
have changed enormously. Never before have we
had access to so much information at the touch of
a button, the click of a ‘mouse’ or the swipe of a
finger. 

GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
SYSTEMS
Among the more significant advances in
computer technology was the development of
Geographic Information Systems (GIS). In its
simplest form, GIS is a method of linking
information to a particular location on a digital
map. A GIS is akin to the printed map except
that the printed features and information about
them are not written on the map but stored in
one or more databases directly linked to each
feature represented. When applied to
archaeology, GIS comes into its own in the
analysis of distribution patterns, assisting in
developing research questions and, at its most
basic, warehousing valuable information on a

particular monument or archaeological site. In
terms of data management it is a particularly
powerful tool when used within planning
systems, especially infrastructural projects such as
road schemes and pipelines, where every effort is
made to minimise the impact on the
environment, including the archaeological
heritage. 

In the late 1990s GIS began to be applied as
a management tool within local authorities and
the larger construction companies. In response to
requests for data, ‘Dúchas the Heritage Service’,
then part of the Department of Arts, Heritage,
Gaeltacht and the Islands, established a website,
www.heritagedata.ie, which went live in 2000.
The website enabled users to download the basic
details of all records managed by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland and then to use
the information within their own GIS structures.
While the information included a caveat that it
was not free from inaccuracies, it became
apparent that it was being used by some as a
replacement for the official statutory lists, the

CLAIRE BREEN

Monuments on-line

Left: The NMS public viewer (2007).

Below left: The NMS current public viewer (updated 2011).

Below: The NMS public viewer. The red dots indicate

monuments in County Wicklow (note the bias along the

M11/N11, resulting from excavations associated with road

development).
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Record of Monuments and Places. As a consequence
a decision was made in 2004 to withdraw these data
and carry out a review of all the digital data. This
‘monumental’ task involved checking that each of
the then c. 119,000 records were plotting correctly
on the OS six-inch maps (glitches in the system had
caused some monuments to be plotted out at sea!),
had the correct townland assigned and were
appropriately classified. Following completion, the
newly developed National Monuments Service
website incorporating a GIS component provided a
platform to reissue the data on the internet. 

The website www.archaeology.ie went live in
August 2007. Users could now download the
corrected data and view them on the on-line GIS
application. This was a significant step forward in
terms of the dissemination of archaeological data.

Since its inception, the public viewer application
has had a number of upgrades and the amount of
information available has increased substantially. It
now allows for the survey data to be displayed on
either the OSi maps (first-edition six-inch map,
latest-edition six-inch map, 25-inch map and
current OSi basemap) or the OSi’s ortho-imagery.

Improvements in GIS technologies in recent
years have allowed images and documents to be
linked to individual monument records, meaning
that in addition to a description of the monument
many now also include a photograph or a plan. As
previously outlined by Eamon Cody, a large number
of the plans of megalithic monuments are now
available as PDF attachments on the website,
together with many invaluable photographs from
the Photographic Unit archive. 

EVER-INCREASING MONUMENT
RECORD NUMBERS 
To date there are in excess of 138,000 monument
records on the Survey’s internal Integrated
Monuments Database System (IMDS) (and in
addition just under 12,000 records classed as
redundant records), all of which are available to view
on the website www.archaeology.ie. This number is
constantly increasing and existing records are edited
daily, all of which is reflected immediately on the
website. Almost 55,000 monument descriptions
were published in the county inventory series; these
have been incorporated into the IMDS and can be
viewed on the website. In addition, a further 46,000
records have had summary descriptions compiled,
and these have also been made available on the
website.

The NMS has always received reports from the
public noting monument discoveries but particularly
so in recent years, as low-relief monuments are now
more readily identifiable thanks to the imagery
associated with Bing Maps, Google Maps and the
OSi. The presence of archaeological discussion
groups (e.g. the archaeology forum on

www.boards.ie) and the various and numerous
blogs on the web have all helped in raising
awareness of our rich archaeological heritage.
Students undertaking both Master’s and Ph.D
research have also led to the identification of many
previously unknown and unrecorded monuments.
Two such students of recent years deserve mention
here: the late Blaze O’Connor for all her research
on rock art, and the late Emmett Connolly, who
discovered many previously unrecorded
monuments in Monaghan and Cavan, including
more recently an impressive court tomb (MO012-
094----) at Listellan, Co. Monaghan.

Development during the ‘boom years’ resulted
in vast numbers of new discoveries which have
completely changed the distribution pattern of
monuments. For example, in County Wicklow 296
new monument records were created from
discoveries up to 2009 as a result of licensed
archaeological excavations. Interrogation of
excavation reports from these years is ongoing,
adding to those ever-increasing monument record
numbers. 

DATA-USERS
The on-line Survey data are used extensively by
the public, local government and other agencies
involved in all aspects of heritage management.
They are now available on the recently launched
EU INSPIRE portal for Ireland
(https://www.geoportal.ie). The data are accessed
especially by those undertaking research,
particularly by third-level undergraduate and
postgraduate students. Of particular interest is the
inclusion of the dataset as a dedicated layer within
the award-winning new website Scoilnet
(http://www.scoilnet.ie), the official education
portal of the Department of Education and
Science, developed for use in both primary and
post-primary schools. In this way, the protection
of our built heritage is further supported by
ensuring that the knowledge of Ireland’s rich
archaeological heritage is strengthened at
community level via local educational networks.

The NMS is currently expanding the services
on www.archaeology.ie by continuing to develop
a ‘Monuments to Visit’ page where tourists can
find concise and accurate information on the
publicly accessible monuments around the
country. Efforts have also begun on making the
Photographic Archive accessible through Flickr.
Equally, the NMS is keen to use social
networking sites to further promote the
archaeological heritage; users can now follow
news events and updates on Facebook and
Twitter. A YouTube channel is also under
construction and currently includes a short piece
on the Underwater Archaeology Unit’s work on
the Rutland wreck, discovered off the Donegal
coast. It is intended to produce and make available
additional short videos of selected monuments,
particularly those that are difficult for the general
public to access. By utilising these technological
advancements the NMS is contributing to the
promotion and appreciation of our unique
monuments to an even wider and more varied
audience. S

Archaeological Survey of Ireland
records (September 2013)
County No. of monuments
Carlow 1,726
Cavan 2,416
Clare 7,788
Cork 18,681
Donegal 3,396
Dublin 3,166
Galway 11,742
Kerry 13,726
Kildare 2,636
Kilkenny 4,687
Laois 2,110
Leitrim 2,178
Limerick 7,807
Longford 2,489
Louth 2,232
Mayo 8,565
Meath 3,058
Monaghan 1,559
Offaly 3,505
Roscommon 6,258
Sligo 6,457
Tipperary North 3,442
Tipperary South 5,107
Waterford 3,342
Westmeath 3,603
Wexford 3,493
Wicklow 2,920
Total 138,089

Right: Emmett Connolly, Eamon Cody and Paul Walsh at

a court tomb (MO012-094----) discovered by Emmett at

Listellan, Co. Monaghan, in 2011.
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1984 SMR Co. Louth (compiled by the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland)

1985 SMR Co. Monaghan (compiled by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland)
SMR Co. Westmeath (compiled by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland) 
SMR Co. Meath (compiled by the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Cork City (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Longford
(compiled by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Louth (compiled
by J. Bradley and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Meath (compiled
by J. Bradley and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Westmeath
(compiled by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)

1986 SMR Co. Wicklow (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Carlow (compiled by the SMR Office)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Louth (compiled
by V. Buckley)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Monaghan
(compiled by A. Brindley)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Kildare (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Laois (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Offaly (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)

1987 SMR Co. Donegal (compiled by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland)
SMR Co. Kilkenny (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Galway (compiled by University College
Galway)
SMR Co. Wexford (compiled by the SMR Office) 
Archaeological inventory of Co. Meath (compiled
by M. Moore).
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Kerry (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Sligo (compiled
by J. Bradley and Noel Dunne)

1988 SMR Co. Offaly (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Kildare (compiled by the Archaeological
Survey of Ireland)
SMR Co. Cork (compiled by University College
Cork)
SMR Co. Dublin (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Leitrim (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Longford (compiled by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland)
SMR Co. Waterford (compiled by the SMR
Office)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Clare (compiled
by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Dublin (compiled
by J. Bradley and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Leitrim (compiled
by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Roscommon
(compiled by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)

1989 SMR Co. Laois (compiled by the SMR Office)
SMR Co. Sligo (compiled by the SMR Office)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Cavan (compiled
by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Donegal
(compiled by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)

Publication/issue dates of the SMR, RMP, Inventory, 
Surveys and Urban Archaeology Survey reports

Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Limerick
(compiled by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A.
King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Mayo (compiled
by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Monaghan
(compiled by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Waterford
(compiled by J. Bradley, A. Halpin and H.A.
King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Wicklow
(compiled by J. Bradley and H.A. King)

1990 SMR Co. Kerry (compiled by the SMR Office)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Carlow
(compiled by J. Bradley and H.A. King)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Galway
(compiled by J. Bradley and N. Dunne)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Wexford
(compiled by J. Bradley and H.A. King)

1991 Archaeological survey of Co. Louth (compiled by
V.M. Buckley and P.D. Sweetman)
SMR Co. Limerick (compiled by University
College Cork)
SMR Co. Cavan (compiled by the
Archaeological Survey of Ireland)
SMR Co. Mayo (compiled by the SMR Office) 

1992 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cork, Vol. I:
West Cork (compiled by D. Power with E. Byrne,
U. Egan, S. Lane and M. Sleeman)
SMR Co. Roscommon (compiled by the SMR
Office)
SMR Co. Tipperary NR (compiled by the SMR
Office)
SMR Co. Tipperary SR (compiled by the SMR
Office)
SMR Co. Clare (compiled by University College
Cork)

1993 Archaeological inventory of Co. Galway, Vol. I:
West Galway (compiled by P. Gosling)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Carlow
(compiled by A. Brindley and A. Kilfeather)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Kilkenny
(compiled by J. Farrelly, B. O’Reilly and A.
Loughran)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Tipperary (South
Riding) (compiled by J. Farrelly and E. FitzPatrick)

1994 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cork, Vol. II:
East and South Cork (compiled by D. Power
with E. Byrne, U. Egan, S. Lane and M.
Sleeman)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Co. Tipperary (North
Riding) (compiled by J. Farrelly and H. Carey)

1995 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cavan
(compiled by P. O’Donovan)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Laois (compiled
by P.D. Sweetman, O. Alcock and B. Moran)
Urban Archaeology Survey, Cork County
(compiled by S. Zajac, J. Cronin and J. Kiely)
RMP Co. Carlow (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Laois (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Leitrim (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Offaly (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Sligo (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Waterford (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Wexford (issued 4 December)
RMP Co. Wicklow (issued 4 December)

1996 Archaeological inventory of Co. Wexford (compiled
by M. Moore)
RMP Co. Donegal (issued 11 December)
RMP Co. Kildare (issued 11 December)
RMP Co. Kilkenny (issued 11 December)
RMP Co. Longford (issued 11 December)
RMP Co. Meath (issued 11 December)
RMP Co. Monaghan (issued 11 December)

1997 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cork, Vol. III: Mid-
Cork (compiled by D. Power with E. Byrne, U. Egan,
S. Lane and M. Sleeman)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Wicklow (compiled
by E. Grogan and A. Kilfeather)
RMP Co. Clare (issued 24 April)
RMP Co. Louth (issued 24 April)
RMP Co. Mayo (issued 24 April)
RMP Co. Westmeath (issued 24 April)
RMP Co. Cavan (issued 12 December)
RMP Co. Galway (issued 12 December)
RMP Co. Limerick (issued 12 December)

1998 The medieval churches of Co. Offaly (compiled by E.
FitzPatrick and C. O’Brien)
RMP Co. Kerry (issued 17 June)
RMP Co. Roscommon (issued 17 June)
RMP Co. Tipperary SR (issued 17 June)
RMP Co. Dublin (issued 10 September)
RMP Co. Tipperary NR (issued 10 September)
RMP Co. Cork (issued 30 December)

1999 Archaeological inventory of Co. Galway, Vol. II:
North Galway (compiled by O. Alcock, K. de hÓra
and P. Gosling)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Offaly (compiled by
C. O’Brien and P.D. Sweetman)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Waterford (compiled
by M. Moore)

2000 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cork, Vol. IV: North
Cork (compiled by D. Power, S. Lane, E. Byrne, U.
Egan and M. Sleeman with E. Cotter and J. Monk)

2002 Archaeological inventory of Co. Tipperary, Vol. I:
North Tipperary (compiled by J. Farrelly and C.
O’Brien)

2003 Archaeological inventory of Co. Leitrim (compiled by
M. Moore)

2005 Archaeological inventory of Co. Sligo, Vol. I: South
Sligo (compiled by U. Egan, E. Byrne and M.
Sleeman with S. Ronan and C. Murphy)

2007 National Monuments Service website launched, with
a ‘Public Viewer’ for accessing the Survey records

2009 Archaeological inventory of Co. Cork, Vol. V
(compiled by S. Ronan, U. Egan and E. Byrne with J.
Farrelly, M. Kelleher, C. Manning, F. Moore, D.
Power and P. Walsh)
Archaeological inventory of Co. Kerry, Vol. I: South-
west Kerry (compiled by E. Byrne, U. Egan, S.
Ronan, C. Murphy and D. Power with A. McQueen
and R. Cronin)

2012 Public Viewer for Survey records enhanced with
linked documents from the published volumes of
the Survey of the Megalithic Tombs of Ireland

2013 Programme of enhancing the records on the Public
Viewer images commenced
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